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Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bucker To Be
Honored On 50th Anniversary
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Wednesday, December 23, 1959

By Ouida Jewell
On Sunday, Dec. 27, Mr. and Mrs. Lee B. Rucker
of Fulton will be guests of honor at a Golden Wedding
reception in the parlors of the First Methodist Church,
from 2:30 to 4:30 p. m.
Hosts for the occasion will be their daughter and
3on-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James E. Koon of Memphis.
All friends are invited. No formal invitations will
be sent.
On Dec. 29, 1909 Miss Hester carriages heated teeth hot bricks
By Bill Hays. The NOIR
the over abundant layers of grow- Craig Brittain became the bride and rocks, at 7 p. in. that evening
Regular Columnist
ing and increasing weight his of Lee B. Rucker, in a quiet cere- and a large crowd of young peohe night was unusually he,,rt shrank to coldness. Why mony, performed by the Rev. H. ple riced the popular young couple
clear, no moon, only bril- should he, a self made man. have W. Brooks. then pastor of the First all the way up to the station platliant stars which shown with to pay the largest tax. He had Methodist Church. The ceremony form. Mr. and Mrs. Rucker took
planned and had procured his was witnessed by the families, in a train to New Orleans. where
the intensity of the burning emvineyards and fields by hard the home of the bride. "Craig Vil- they spent their hone.. moon, in
bers on the hearth within the well
work,
while the others exerted lit- la", located two miles west of the the famous Grumweld Hotel, now
kept inn. The chill of the night
The Roosevelt.
tle effort. Now that he had them. city on State Line.
had not yet come and it was
why could he not enjoy the fruits
Fifty years of marriage to this
On ate Sunday of the ceremony
pleasant inside the large room.
of his labors. He, one of the weal- six inches of snow had fallen and much beloved couple has been inOver the fire a small hock of meat
thiest men in all the kingdom.
the thermometer registered below teresting and remunerative to the
slowly cooked seeding its aroma
surrounding community. They
He walked over to Doreathea, zero.
gently into the surrounding air
Charles Fowler, owner of the have done much for their friends
and tantalizing the nostrils of the the great Lady, and spoke with
guests. The room was well lighted great courtesy and respect. She, first livery barn in Fulton, drove and acquaintances. They have
enough to reveal the faces of the in turn bowed her head, with the wedding party to Fulton in
Continued On Pape rive
various guests who sat about the
table waiting for the evening meal
to be served.
Claudius, the soldier, dressed in
his military uniform, tall and resplendent, towered above the
others. His strong square jaw bespoke the power and intensity of
his soul. His aquiline nose, reddened from the suntirenched days,
Roy M. Taylor, 29, of Crutchfield. Route 1, has been aged a Little League basei.zil ,•am
reflected the ruddy spirit of his
and helped with 4-H club wo,ti in
Profession. As a soldier he said named winner of the local Jaycese'"Outstanding Young
the county.
little.
Farmer" contest, according to Harold Henderson, chairBack in one corner of the room
Iledenious, the famous dancer. man of the contest here.
lounged languorously in a large
Mr Taylor will be entered in the state finals in
comfortable chair with the grace Louisville. The state winner will
then be entered in the
of the tired dove returned from
heaven. She, too, said nothing but national contest.
choose to remain in silence, reMr. Taylor is married and he and his wife, Peggy,
counting all her triumphs and ob- have
two children.
serving with large seductive eyes
is a graduate of Cayce High School frnid on of Mrs. Stella Toon, wife of CharHe
Claudius. whenever be an turn
was --,ot observing her.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Taylor. His father is partner in the lie Toon, of Memphis. a former
Bractus. the merchant, was fat
farm and is a partner in the Atkins, Holman and Taylor South Fulton resident, died Tuesand slightly bald but had all the
day morning about 5:45 at the St.
jocund qualities of the court jest- Insurance Agency here.
Joseph Hospital in Memphis,
er, though he was the stuyiedest
after• month's inners. She underTaylor
Kr.
at
started
feudal(
Wader in any bargain. Ne sat poman operation Mosalay. She
the
hisletbers
Hi
age
on
of
farm.
pously in his magnificent robes
was 32.
Jan.
On
I.
he
IMO
became
a
full
and thought of the supper to be
Mr. Taylor uses the Soil ConThe body was returned to the
had and Its approximate cost in partner in all operations of the servation Service to establish
farm and was given full manageWhitnel Funeral Home Tuesday
gold.
dams
seed
and
waterways.
Some
afternoon. Funeral arrangements
Next to him sat the Scribe, • ment control on Aug. 1, 1959.
degree of contour farming is folare incomplete.
tall, slender man no longer young
equipment
consists
His farm
of lowed every year. He uses threewho regreted the passage of time all modern equipment necessary year rotation
on some fields, fiveMrs. Toon leaves besides her
because it brought him one day to carry on a profitable farm op- year rotation
on some, and the husband. a son. Michael Toon: a
closer to oldness and Death and eration. He keeps an accurate rest is established
in permanent daughter, Sandra Toon; her mothen oblivion. He had never un- record of all his farm operations. pasture. He
trys to utilize every ther, Mrs. Dolphie Lee of Fulton:
derstood life nor did he feel able He also keeps breeding records.
acre for better livestock health and a sister, Mrs. Bill Warren of
to ever understand it. His only
and use.
Fulton.
solace was his daily writing and
His inventory of livestock conrecording of events about him, his sists of hogs and cattle, both for
Mr. Taylor is a member of the
Mrs. Toon. while living in South
hope to immortality.
beef and breeding purposes. He Crutchfield Baptist Church. where Fulton, was employed at the Merit
Hector. the landowner, came in- usually handles 400 head of 200 he is a Sunday School teacher. He factory in Martin. Her husband
to the room with a pretense of pound hogs per year and feeds 75 is a Scoutmaster, and a member formerly was a member of both
joviality, his laige jowls flabber- steers and 25 beef cows and of the Farm Bureau. the Masonic the South Fulton and Fulton
Continued on Pape Tea
calves per year. He uses purebred Lodge and the P-TA. He has man- police departments.
_
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Norma McClanahan: Bookkeeper

Bill Hays: Assistant
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Fulton Jaycees Raise $1,254.00 For
Christmas Baskets Over WFUL
The Fulton Jaycees raised $1,254.00, $54.00 over
their goal, in the radio marathon over WFUL Monday.
All money raised will be used to buy food for Christmas
baskets, which will be distributed te the needy on
Christmas Eve.
The local Jaycees took over the separate donations called in durlocal radio station Monday and ing the day.
One hundred baskets. containbroadcast from 5 a. m. to 4:45 p.
m., asking listeners for contribu- ing 38 different items of food, will
tions. Twenty-eight members of
the club worked on the project.
Fifty-eight local merchants
bought commercials on the daylong program, and there were 420

Young Child
Goes For Ride

South Fulton
Council Names
New Employees
The South Fulton City Council
met Monday night in a special
met Monday night in a special
meeting to hire new city employees. All present employees were
rehired except two.
James Adams, local constable
and garage owner, was hired to
replace W. H. Heath as night
policeman. Mr. Adams formerly
served on the police force.
John T. Ray of the Sanitation
Department was not rehired.
Rich Gardner was named to
'.eeo the Street Department. This
position has been vacant for some
time.

Rotarians Enjoy
Exchange of Gifts
The Fulton Rotary Club held Its
annual Christmas "Party" Tuesday noon at Smith's Rose Room,
with members exchanging gifts
after enjoying a country ham dinner. Happy Hogan acted as "Santa
Claus."
A surprise visitor and former
Fulton Rotarian, Theodore Kramer, Jr.. arrived just as the group
was asembling, and "made up" his
Rotary attendance. Mr. Kramer,
a former President of the local
club, was formerly in the Lumber
business here. He and his family
have arrived from Ft. Collins,
Colorado to spend the holidays
with relatives in Fulton and in
Illinois.
Other visitors included four
from Union City and one from
Milwaukee.

Mrc. Samuel Phillips stopped by
the OK-Parisian Laundry and
cleaners here Monday morning
to pick up some cleaning. She left
her young child, about threeyears-old, in the car.
While she was in the laundry,
the child knocked the car out of
gear and the vehicle ran across
the street into a telephone, booth
located on the Ray Sandwich Shop
corner. The booth was torn up,
but the baby was uninjured.

South Fulton
Junior Teams Win
The South Fulton Junior High
boys and girls basketball teams
have played two games this season and have won both.
The South Fulton boys defeated
the Chestnut Glade boys by a
score of 43 to 12, while the South
Fulton girls won over the Chestnut Glade girls, 93 to 21.
South Fulton boys defeated the
Obion Boys, 39-27, and the local
girls won 37 to 11.

Fulton Announces New
Saturday Schedule
The Fulton Theatre has announced a change in its Saturday
schedule, beginning this week. according to Lewis Biz_zle, manager.
On Saturdays the Theatre boxoffice will now open at 1:00 p. m.,
with continuous showings. Formerly the boxoffice opened at noon.

SE Airline Loses
Out In Union City
A Friday decision by the Civil
Aeronautics board in Washington
may have sounded death knell for
airline service in Union City.

The CAB decision awarded a
large share of the routes involved
in the study to Southern Airways
instead of Southeast.
INJURED IN ACCIDENT
The routes granted Southern
James McMinn received a cut Airways do not include any West
on the head in an accident recent- Tennessee cities with the exceply. while driving his panel truck.
tion of Memphis.

Ouida Jewell: News editor, feature writer, wire-services

At press-time Tuesday the Jaycees, reported that there are 130
needy families on the list for
baskets of food and that there
were none of the 130 that should
be dropped. This means that the
Jaycees need another $250. If you
will donate to this worthy cause,
mail your contributions to P. 0.
Box 211, in care of the Jaycees.
•
•
•
•
be purchased and delivered to the
needy of the community by the
Jaycees. The retail value of the
baskets will be $20.00.
Food items for the baskets will
be donated by Colonial Bread,
Wonder Bread, Pure Milk Company and Swift dr Company. Ferry-Morse Seed Company is donating boxes in which the food will
be packed and delivered.
According to Richard Thompson, the Jaycee president, all
money raised over Radio Station
WFUL in connection with the
marathon will be used for charity.
The South Fulton Booster Club
raised money for their Christmas
baskets to the needy by selling
newspapers Sunday. They also
collected cans of food in a house
to house canvass in South Fulton.

Cub Scouts of Pack 40 had their
annual Christmas party on Thursday evening at the South Fulton
school cafeteria.
Attending were the Cubs, their
leaders, Bobby Scates, scoutmaster, Charles Walker, Lewis Weeks,
Riley Allen and Mrs. Robert
Batts, and the Den Mothers.
Christmas presents for the Cubs'
parents, which were made by the
Cubs, themselves, were on display.
Christmas carols were sung and
the Cubs were visited by Santa,
who gave out all the presents..
The Cubs were presented with
Nadel, and cold drinks were
served.

Church Observes
175th American
Anniversary

When The Methodist Church
in America was organized 175
yeast ago this week, Methodist
activity in Tennessee was already
ten years old.
A Methodist "class" had been
meeting near Bluff City in East
Tennessee since 1774 when a 1784
"Christmas Conference" was held
in Baltimore, Md.. to formally organize the denomination.
The church took note of "the
great migration to the west" in
1786. and by 1840 the present
Memphis Methodist Conference
had been organized at Jackson,
Tenn., just 22 years afterthe territory had been purchased from
the Chickasaw Indians.
Since then the conference,
which includes West Tennessee
and eight Western Kentucky
Counties, has established 548
churches with a membership of
119,060. Assets are put at more
than $32 million, and the conference's Institutions include Methodist Hospital in Memphis and
Lambnth College at Jackson.
Chinches will observe the de-.
nomination's 175th American anniversary with services the week
beginning December 27. And some
400 Methodist ministers from
throughout the nation will participate in commemoration services in
observance of the first Christmas
Conference in Baltimore Decernber 28-31.

Food-Relation To
Health, Fa -Home
Week Subject

Arnett Klapp: Linotype OperaSer

Robert Jackson: Advertising make-tip man: printer

I.. Weeks, Jr: Pregame, stereotyper, printer

Food and its relation to health
is the topic of a human nutrition
session scheduled for the upcoming Farm and Home Week convention at Lexington Jan. 26-29,
1960.
The session, developed because
of "the many conflicting statements abdut food and its relation
to health," will be held Wednesday morning, Jan. 27 at Memorial
Hall. The 48th Farm and Home
Week is sponsored by the UK Cooperative Extension Service, the
UK College of Agriculture and the
uiç Agricultural Experiment Stat•
It opens on Tuesday, Jan.
26 with a one-day training session
on leadership.
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A Day full of Happiness
is our
Christmas message to you
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NEIGHBORHOOD GROCERY
Edgar & Hubert Corum
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South Fulton

Aliens To Report
Their Addresses
Thomas M. Pederson. District
Director of the Immigration and
Naturalizaeion Service stated that
aliens in the United States will be
required to report their addresses
to the Attorney General within
the near future.
All aliens, with few exceptions,
who are in the United States on
January 1 each year must report
their addresses by the end of that
month. Only the following classes of aliens are excused from this
requirement: (1) Accredited Diplomats; (2) Perwris accredited to
certain international organiza=4
dons: and (3) Those admitted
temporarily as agricultural labor• Forms with which to make the
report can be obtained from any
Post Office or Immigration Office during the month of January.
Mr. Pederson said that the law
pt Ivides severe penalties for fadure to comply with the reporting
requirement.
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We see the happinecs of Christmas in

the enchanted eyes of tiny children.
In the joyous glances of fathers and
mothers....We see it in the sparkle of
twinkling lights on Christmas trees. Even
the stars have a frostier, gayer glitter on
Christmas Eve! And so, in that happy
spirit ... we say "Merry Christmas...
thanks for all past favors . .. and may
you have the happiest Yuletide ever."
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Now, when the glow of hollyberries brightens
the windows ... we (Wend to you, our blends.
sincere wishes for a most Joyous Christmas.

RUSSELL BOAZ PAINT SHOP
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SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
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Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman
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Repairs Planned For Little Known,
Often Mentioned Mason-Dixon Line
Everybody talks about it. But
few know just where the MasonDixon Line runs, and fewer still
how it came about.
In popular American parlance,
the Mason-Dixon boundry divides
North from South - an assumption
based largely on the mistaken be-

lief that during the Civil War it
separated the Confederate States
frcali the Union.
In fact, the line was drawn to
end an early colonial land dispute.
It extends, from east to west. between Penns)!vania and Maryland, with a shorter branch reach-
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I Christmas..
is a time for summing up
our blessings, for acknowledging
with gratitude the loyalty of

1

a.

1

our friends, and for expressing
appreciation and good wishes
that the Season will

Masasa
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ters continued for generations, and took the westward trail in 1765 The Fulton News, Wednesday, Dec. 23,
1959 Page 5
the case eventually carne before with a large party of assistant surveyors, axmen and guides. They
England's Court of Chancery.
covery. His wife is with him.
The Court gave a compromise covered some 230 miles of wild
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith spent
decision in 1750. It specified that and beautiful country before hosMrs. Charles Lew.• Friday in Paducah.
the delineation of the Pennsyl- tile Indians forced them back.
Those on the sick list are little
vania-Maryland borders should
But the job was already comMr. Edd Hay was carried to the Miss Paula Long, Mrs.. Bud Stem.
begin at a certain point south- pleted. The accuracy of their
Dig southward between Maryland west of Philadelphia and west of measurements has been provey by Baptist Hospital in Memphis last and Howard Rogers who is a patient in Hillview Hospital.
and Delaware. All three States New Castle.
modern surveyors, who found a week and underwent surgery SatFrom that point the main boun- difference in latitude of only 2.3 urday morning. Mr. and Mrs. Huwere on the Union side.
Mrs. Matte Renfro spent a few
The old border is again in the dary was to be drawn westward. seconds (180 feet) from the Ma- bert Bennett and Mr. and Mrs. days of last week with her daunews because of plans to restore A second line would run south- son-Dixon figure.
"Sut" Bennett and Mr. Homer ghter, Mrs. Virgil Green near
its markers for a 200th-anniver- ward into the heart of the peninMayfield.
A new survey of the three Bennett spent Saturday with him
sula and meet • third reaching
sary celebration in 1963.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson
report
as
he
is
doing
well
as
eastward to the Atlantic coast. The States' boundaries was made in
Ended Century of Dispute
could be expected. His many spent Saturday night with relalines gave Maryland the 1950. Most of the original stone
proposed
The Mason-Dixon Line was
tives in Paducah.
the penins,i1a. Penn- markers were in place. Many had friends wish for him an early renamed for two English surveyors, bulk of
sylvania retained the northeast deteriorated, however, especially
Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixthat later attained indep- the original five-mile "crown
on, says the National Geographic portion
stones" carved in England with
endence as Delaware State.
Society. Skilled mathematicians
The disputants signed the agree- Penn and Calvert arms on either
and astronomers, they were inment in 1760. Local surveyors side.
vited to the American Colonies in
then began work, but made so
1765 to mark the boundry finally
I .tb OUR PRIVICE‘i:
Besides repairing, strengthenlittle progress that Mason and
agreed upon by long-feuding proing,
and
resetting
the
worn
and
TO SAY TO YOU
Dixon were called in.
prietors and heirs of Maryland
broken markers, mile by mile, ofHostile
Were
Indians
and Pennsylvania land grants.
ficials of the restoration program
Curiously, little is known of the will have to replace those lost, reThe controversy began in the
mid-1600's. when the Dutch Gov- two men who set up America's moved. or covered by dam waters,
ernment and the Calverts of most famous boundary. Charles railways, and roads.
Maryland both claimed the big Mason was assistant astronomer at
peninsula between the Delaware England's Greenwich Observatory.
and Chesapeake bays.
With Dixon, whose background is Kirwan Named New UK
After the Dutch were pushed obscure, he had been sent abroad Graduate School Dean
Every year we look forward to this
out of the region, William Penn in 1761 to observe a transit of
inherited the dispute with his Venus.
Historian Albert D. Kirwan has
occasion because 4 gives us a
royal charter for Pennsylvania
The survey of the Pennsylvania- been named dean of the Universisplendid opportunity to not only
and adjoining land. The bicker- Maryland borders took four years. ty's Graduate School by the UK
wish you all the good things for the
ing over conflicting interpreta- After checking and correcting the Board of Trustees.
corning year, but to thank you for your courtesies in
tions of Penn and Calvert char- peninsula lines, Mason and Dixon
Dr. Kirwan, an author, teacher,
the past.
and onetime UK football coach
and dean of students, has been
with the University since 1938, the
last 14 years as a member of the
history department. He plans to
continue teaching on a limited
basis.

be rich in rewards for you.
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SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
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He has won recognition for his
work in Civil War history and was
Happy Hogan
invited two years ago by a publishing firm to edit a book on the
social and political history of the
Confederate states. The book, entitled "The Confederacy," was
published this fall.
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and a great big "THANK YOU"for everything during the past year!
This has been an important year for us, and we owe its success

May the intimate peace of Christ-

to you,.our customers. We are most appreciative and we thank you
for your patronage. Along with Christmas Greetings we wish a Hap-

mas morning be encircled with the
warmth and glow of the Christmas

py and Prosperous New Year to everyone and seriously hope this is
spirit ... peace of heart akin to the
spirit of the Holy Season. And so,

i

the one, best yet for Fulton.
— the 51 employees of OK-PARISIAN

4li

best wishes for you on this birth-

day of a tidy Babe who brought
peace and hope to this world two
thousand years ago.
These are nights when our rails shine
brightest under the stars of early winter, and in the headlight beams of our
diesel locomotives snowflakes sparkle
like the eyes of happy children. Or
to, at least, it seems to us.
We feel this way because here in
Mid-America the Illinois Central handles most of Santa's sleighwork. And
each of us working for the railroad has
a share in bringing happiness to the
faces of youngsters all along our lines.
We are grateful that this railroad
serves so many fine friends and neighbors. May all of you enjoy a Christmas
reason brimming with the blessings
you so rightly deserve.

"

Margaret Moody
Beulah Legg
Helen Meacham
Joyce Miller
Everlinor Minor
Ruby Madding
Arie Olds
Nancy Powers
Eula B. Ross
Mary Ann Vick
Pauline Ray
Catherine Smith
Maggie Smiley
Mayme Scearce
Opal Wiley
Elizabeth Cross
C c..neva Wright

-- Plus The 8 Route Men Who Serve You

\*,

Billy Gilbert
John R. Lawson
Bailey Roberts

Freddie Roberts
Jack Potts
Dyer Counce

Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Campbell

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

MAJOR OIL COMPANY
Cayce, Ky.

*

Ethel Wiliams
Willie Speight
Ray Campbell
Hubert Lawson
Noel Barnes
Gordon Rose
Charles Walker
Gaylon Rushing
Willis Chandler
Doris Lacewell
Porter Elliott
Mary Lee
Jack Madding
Pete Laine
Tommy Smith
Alice Swearingen
Nina Worley

—4•{

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
Premient

..Afa,eqte e./1/(a-4,

Bea Alexander
Geneva Cavitt
Flora Redmon
Beatrice Conner
Elizabeth Chandler
Clara Elliott
Maytie Farris
Mozelle Guthrie
Marine Hopkins
Lucy Hopps
Bernice Hudson
Elizabeth King
Ida Casey
Rosie Beasley
Essie Cotton
Bessie Dumas
Iva Crocker
Hallie Hawks

Phone 2551 Cayce
Highway 127-S

Malcolm Bell
Ray Spicer

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Campbell

OK - PARISIAN
LAUNDRY AID CLEANERS
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The News reports your - -. -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Miss Linda Hale of Hickman, bride-elect of Max
McDade of Fulton, was honored at a dessert-bridge Saturday given by her grandmother, Mrs. Guy Hale, Sr. of
Hickman.
The honoree was attractive in a royal blue pure
silk dress, wearing a gift corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. King Davis won the high score prize, Miss
Jean Sanford of Murray State College, second high, and
Miss Louetta Wheeler, high canasta.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, mother of the groom-to-be,
and Miss Anne Fall of Fulton attended the party.
Don Wright, Miss Ruth Caldwell and Mr. and Mrs.
David Craig will be hosts at an open house for the young
couple Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mr.
Wright's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hendon Wright at
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Atkins and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reams were
hosts at a delightful Christmas
dinner-party given for the PepsiCola employees Saturday night at
the Rose Room of Smith's Cafe.
Following the delicious turkey
dinner. Christmas gifts were exchanged.
Guests attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Mosley, Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Glover, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Glover, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Davidson, Mr. and Mrs. J.
P. Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo McClanahan,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bellew.
Employes of Evans Drug Store
enjoyed a Christmas party at the
Derby Friday night. Gifts were
exchanged and the group sang
"Happy Birthday" to Mrs. Maude
Hurlburt and presented her with
a cake.
Those attending were: Mary
Barham, Dorothy Sue Greer,•Dale
Pharis Watts. Judy Copeland, Mrs.
Maude Hurlburt, Patsy Brown,

Barbara Bone.
Sever al Cliristmas dinnerparties were held at the Park Terrace during the past few days.
Colp Wholesale Company employees enjoyed a party downstairs
Saturday night. There were 25
present.
The Fulton Jaycees and their
wives had a dinner Saturday
evening. There were 60 present.
Following the dinner the group
went to the club rooms for dancing.
The Reelfoot Packing Company
employees of Union City had a
party Saturday night, also. Sixteen attended.
Mrs. Scott Ross had a luncheon
for twenty Sunday at noon. Monday night Department 2707 of the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company had
a dinner for 40 downstairs.
Miss Susan Johnson of Water
Valley had a Christmas dinner for
a group of 12 girls Monday evening at 6:30.
Friday night the Baptist Homemakers Sunday School Class had a
dinner at the Park Terrace. Jones
Auto Parts employees enjoyed

.samisvAnliamiaMisw41111119
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to extend to you and
yours

the

compli-

ments of the Holiday

[kw fffiEnos,

Season and to express
our best wishes for a
New

Year

full of

health, happiness

OLD f111010S!

and

prosperity.
May the next twelve
months bring to each

a
a

$3500 in the amount paid Texas
their Christmas dinner Friday
Gins by the city.
Mrs.
Poss
%%Apple's
night, and
"We are going to absorb this inbridge club had a dinner.
crease arid we shall try to hold
Mrs. Bobby Scates' bridge club
had a dinner Friday evening with
the line as long as possible," May14 attending. The Sears-Roebuck
or Jack Vincent stated. "We beMartin's many gas consumers lieve that we can take this inIn a candlelight ceremony a purple throated orchid showeremployees of Martin had a dinner
rates.
party Friday evening with 10 at- marked by simplicity and beauty, ed with narrow white satin rib- received good news this week crease without upping
when the mayor and aldermen deMiss Peggy Sue Wilhaucks, dau- bons.
tending.
should
Texas
However,
Gas
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. James WilMiss Beverly Lacewell served cided that the city could absorb
additional rate inany
make
by
a gas increase made recently
A nice crowd was present Sat- haucks of McConnell. Tenn. and as the matron of honor. Miss Barcreases. the city would have to
the same
urday evening at the Elks charity Bobby Wade McConnell, son of bara Mason cousin of the bride, the Texas Gas Co. At
rates." the mayor stated.
that should raise the
agreed
time,
it
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
McConwas
a
bridesmaid.
dance at the club rooms on Lake
made
by
increases
be
further
any
nell
of
Troy,
Tenn.,
exchanged
Hastings,
cousin
of
Miss Avonda
Street.
IT'S A GIRL!
wedding vows at the McConnell the bride, served as tbe flower Texas Gas, the city would have to
Charles Andre ws orchestra Baptist
raise its rate.
Church Saturday after- girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Box of
furnished music for dancing.
noon, Dec. 12, at two o'clock.
Jackie McConnell, cousin of the
The November billing of gas Union City are • the proud parThe Reverend Tommy Roseof- groom, served as the ringbearer. from Texas Gas was $673 higher ents of an eight pound daughter.
The Fulton Hammond organ ficiated at the double ring cereJohnny McConnell, brother of than for the same amount used born at 130 p. m. December 20.
society met on Tuesday night mony before an altar banked with the groom, served as best man and last year, an increase in the rate 1959 at the Obion County HoepiDec. 15, at the home of Mr. and greenery and flanked by large James Wilhaucks Jr. was grooms- of slightly more than 8 percent. tal.
Mrs. Box is the former Patsy
Mrs. C. D. Edwards, West State twin baskets of white gladioli. man. Gene Miller and Lewis Ro- Proqected into the comitur year
Line, for the Christmas meeting, White bridal tapers in seven- bey served as ushers, and lighted this will be an increase of about Crocker of Fulton.
and enjoyed a delightful program branched wrought iron candela- the candles.
egilINKIKEKVIHMIONISSIMIIIIIMICIUMSISIK atillillistEIVIIIHK/111/11.1111111.111
and Christmas party. Sixteen bra burned on each side.
Following the ceremony, the
members and two visitors were
A program of nuptial muste was couple left on a short wedding
present.
presented by Miss Sandra Laird, trip. For her travel attire the
organist, and Miss Lena Moss. bride chose a dark brown wool
vocalist.
suit, distinguished by a brown fur
hostess
to
was
Mrs. J. A. Poe
The bride, given in marriage by collar. She wore a beige flowered
the Thursday Night Bridge Club's
her father, was lovely in a gown hat and other accessories. She pinChristmas party at 7 Thursday
of chantilly lace over taffeta ned the orchid from her bridal
evening at her home on Eddings
which featured a Sabrian neck- bouquet at her shoulder.
Street. line, an empire bodice formed by
On their return, they will live
Gifts were exchanged.
an edging of seed pearls and long at 514 West State Line, _Fulton.
fitted sleeves coming to petal
Following the rehearsal Friday
The West Fulton Parents- points-over the hands. The boufTeachers Association met in gen- fant skirt had extra fullness In the evening the couple and the bridal
party %.ere entertained at a reeral session Wednesday afternoon back.
at 3 in the farm room. The presis---A shoulder-length veil of misty hearsal party at the Wilhaucks
dent, Mrs. Reginald Williamson, illusion was attached to a halo home given by the bride-grooms
presided over the business session. crown of seed pearls. She carried parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
a white prayer book overlaid with McConnell.
"Silver Bells" was sung by
Misses Susan Stokes, Joyce Owens
and Kay Morris. Miss Judy Moore
accompanied the trio at the piano.
Mrs. John Laida selected "Let's
Keep Christmas" for the devotional.
On Friday everting. December University. where he was a memThe program was presented by
Supt. W. L. Holland and Rodney 18, 1959, at 8:30 p. m., the home ber of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
Miller, who outlined the present of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Binford He served for two years in the
and future school needs for the of Birmingham. Alabama, was the United States Air Force, and is
scene of the wedding of their dau- now a student at the University
Fulton City Schools.
ghter, Nelle Fall, to Mr. Robert of Alabama School of Medicine,
The room count award went to
Baskin Quattlebaum, Jr.. son of where he is a member of Phi Chi
Mrs. E. L. Hixson's third grade.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baskin Quat- Medical Fraternity.
tlebaum, Sr., of Roanoke. Alaba- After a brief honeymoon, the
A
worshipful
program
of ma. The Reverend A..en D. Mont- young couple will resicie in BirChristmas music was presented gomery of Canterbury Methodist mingham.
Sunday evening at 7:15 at the Church officiated. The double ring
First Methodist Church, when the ceremony was witnessed by memAdult Choir presented the canta- bers of the immediate families and
ta, "Childe Jesus" by Joseph close friends of the bride and
Clokey and Hazel Kirk.
groom.
JONES HOSPITAL:
The concert was under the diThe bride, given in marriage by
Clifford Peery, Fulton; Mrs
rection of Robert K. Baer, Mini- her father, wore a ballerina length
Fourth Street
ster of Music. with John Winter gown of white bouquet taffeta. Cloy Yates, -Fulton; Linda Sand at the organ
designed with portrait neckline, ling. Fulton; Mrs. J. T. Brundige,
111111011011611011631.MISFs
niala1111.111111111mill
elbow sleeves and butterfly bustle Fulton; Mr. Ethel Browder, Ful1111.1111111111111•Misstatatincatamotogramatrummotegirinicattuatiiii
Fulton;
Mr.
bow. Jewelled chantilly lace ap- ton; Mr. H. L. Hardy.
About 80 Southern Bell Telepliques outlined the neckline and G. A. Haygood, Fulton; Mr. J. H. 11
1
phone employes of Fulton and
sleeves, and were scattered over Lowe. Fulton; Mrs. B. B. Jones.
1
their guests attended the annual
the bouffant skirt. Her fingertip Fulton: Mrs. W. T. Edwards,
Christmas party at the Rose Room
veil of illusion was held in place Water Valley; Mr. R. L Cannon. V
of Smith's on Saturday evening.
by a Diary Queen of Scots cap of Fulton Route 3.
Dec. 12. A smorgasbord dir-irier
I;
1--matching lace and taffeta. She
was served, after which a delight•
carried a white Bible topped with HILLVIEW HOSPITAL:
ful musical program was enjoyed.
feathered carnations and illusion.
Mrs. Sarah Nelms. Fulton; Mr.
Miss Jane Binford, sister of the
Guy Upton had charge of the bride, served as maid of honor and Howard Rogers, Fulton; John
program at the Rotary Club meet- only attendant. She was gowned Cavender, Fulton; Mrs. Kenneth
ing on Tuesday of last week and in
powder blue embroidered Taylor. Lynville; Mrs. J. W. Byintroduced the speaker, Glenn wool jersey with satin trim. She num, Dukedom; Mrs. Bill CampGallion, head of the UTMB Edu- carried a french bouquet of white bell. Paducah; Mrs. Addle Tancation Department at Martin. Mr. carnations. Mr. Quattlebaum was ner, Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Gallion brought a timely talk on attended by Mr. George Wilkins Pounds, Greenfield; Mrs. Roy
"Education and High School."
V
of Nashville, Tennessee, as best Speed, Union City.
The luncheon meeting was held man.
V
FULTON HOSPITAL:
AND
THE
BEST
OF
EVERYTHING
v
at Smith's Rose Room.
Mr. and Mrs. Binford enterV
IN THE
tained with a small reception folLee Ella Lowe, Fulton; Mrs.
The American Legion Auxiliary lowing the ceremony.
Willie Starks, Fulton; Mrs. Julius
NEW
YEAR
V
and the American Legion enjoyed
Mrs. Quattlebaum, granddau- Tucker. Fulton; Jackie Boyd,
a join party at the Legion home ghter of Mrs. J. E. Fall. Sr., and Water Valley; Verlie B y r d, il
1
on Thursday night, Dec. 17. at the late Mr. Fall, and the late Mr. Crutchfield; L. A. Russell. Clinton. V
1
6:30. Mrs. Leon Hutchens and Mrs. and Mrs. P. R. Binford of Fulton, route 1; Billy Coyeland, Fulton, 1
I
J. D. Simpson were hostesses for Kentucky, was graduated from route 4; L. R. Jones. Clinton, route V
the party. Each member brought Shades Valley High School. Bir- 3; Fred Wells. Fulton, route 4; L.
one can of food or fruit to help mingham, Alabama. She attended R. Jones, Clinton, route 3; Fred
the needy.
Auburn University, where she was Wells, Fulton. route 4; John RauV
Martin Hwy.
South Fulton i
a member of Phil Mu Sorority,
corn, Fulton: Harry Sublette, CayOne hundred and eight attended
Mr. Quattlebaum, grandson of ce; Mr. S. R. Reed, Fulton, route V
1
the big Christmas dinner-party Mrs. T. J. Mathews and the late 3; W. T. Harwood, Martin, route 3; LIMO711111111,707.111707071111117117.1071117.170 MAO711110707010111717111.7011
given by the Tennessee National Mr. Mathews of Sylacauga. Ala- Mrs. Rosa Smith, Fulton; Mr. Beal
AtrastSKIKSItegatillisassuMill WOK AiNM sic OSilltossursursuatill11111H1.41101
Guard officers club, at the Rose bama, and Mrs. A. W. Quattle- Smith. Columbus; Mrs. Carrie
Room of Smith's Cafe Friday baumand the late Dr. Quattle- Puckett, Wingo; Mr. Morgan
night.
baum of Savannah, Georgia, was Davidson. Fulton; Mrs. Mary Kate
Those attending were members graduated from Taft School in McMillian, Fulton; Mrs. Mike
and their wives from Union City, Waterbury, Connecticut. He re- Fry, Fulton; Mr. Ben Holland.
Tiptonville, Martin, Dresden, Wav- ceived his degree from Vanderbilt Fulton.
erly, Paris and other Tennessee
NVr mish you much hapI
1111111111111111Hielltinfillt*ligint11101111.1111111111(111SINIKSIIHNORSIIIIKOKinfintillfiltillillt
towns in the area.
pines% at Christmas and in I
The dinner was served smorgasthe New Year.
bord. An interesting program was
presented and Christmas gifts
were exchanged. There were door
prizes, also.
TO WISH YOU

Miss Peggy Wilhaucks Becomes No Rate Hike
Bride Of Bobby McConnell Dec. 12 For Martin

Miss Nelle Fall Binford Becomes
Bride Of Robert Quattlebaum, Jr.

HOSPITAL NEWS
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of you all the good
things you deserve.

CANNON AGENCY
— Insurance
Peggy Stone

Bill Gray

Charles Cannon

SOuth Fulton

Paschall Street

Maynard's Gulf Service Station

TO GRCET YOU

111111111110111.71/4011.7011/001.7*744.1/1-7010311-71.76710761t1/1011112/111M107/1

This organization isisappy to
extend its most heartfelt Christmas Greetings to the people it
Serves.

May continued success and
happiness be yours in the New
Year.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Ave.

Mrs. H. C. Sams, Sr.. returned
Friday from Memphis after spending the night and day there.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams. Sr.,
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Adams and
sons in Murray.
Mrs. D. L. Valentine of Baton
Rouge, La.. spent the weekend in
Fulton with her mother, Mrs. B.
L. Austin. •

To all of our friends and customers we wish to
take this opportunity to express our sincere thanks
for your patronage through the year and to wish
all of the happiness that this Christmas can provide
you.
Your patronage has enabled us to improve our
store.more each year, adding new and expanded departments in order to supply all of the things for
which you ask.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Veneklaseri
were hosts to a lovely coffee at
their home on Henderson Drive
Sunday night, following t h e
Christmas Cantata at the Methodist Church.
The affair was planned to honor their holiday visitors, Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Hart of Detroit, who
are Mrs. Veneklasen's parents,
and her nephew. Jim Hart and
Mrs. Hart of Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Kramer, Jr. and children of Colorado
arrived in town Tuesday to spend
the Christmas holidays here with
her parents.
HAPPY NEW YEAR

We are grateful for your friendship, and we shall
always endeavor to merit it.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

The Staff of the Whitnel Funeral Home

L.

408 Lake Street — Phones 70, 428

CH. McDANIEL, Pharmacist, Owner
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• this illtry to hold

May the happiness of
this day be maintained
each day of the approaching year. And
a hearty 'thank you' for
your loyal support in
the

rrner Pa t s
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Frances Bugg

Betty Bondurant

Mary Lot. G'bbsi

Bill Bradley

Mabel Davis

Louis Kasnow

Annarene Shaw

Paul Kasnow
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We hove a host of friends in this
oreo whom we would like to see persr.nally in order to extend a personal
Christmas Greeting. -

V
V
V
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1:01
1:311
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11•70
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may not get around to everybody so we osk that you consider this
as being a genuine e-pression of
cnnd wishes to each of you and
o
hearty thank you for past courtesies.
We

Fulton ft
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Christmas Issue, 1959
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GRASS FIRE MONDAY

R. W. Dalrymple, Mgr.
Walnut Street
t7Phone 925

The Fulton Fire Department
was called out Monday afternoon
at 4:30 to put out a grass fire near
the Round House.
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3 30 )olit Person.

Joylette Homemakers
Have Christmas Party
The Joylette Homemakers ntet
in the home of Mrs. A. Z. Tucker
for their annual Christmas party.
Many games were enjoyed by
the group and Mrs. C. R. Williams
won a beautiful door prize.
Four guests were present. They
were Mrs. Frances Branch, Mrs.
Vera Jackson, Mrs. Veissa Mason
and Miss Ella Mae Hart. They received gifts from the hostess.
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your acquaintance and
your patronage. And so to
you and yours-we wish
a real Merry Christmas,
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PIPELINE GAS COMPANY
No. 1 - Lake Street
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Super-Duper - Highlands
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24-HOUR ROAD SERVICE -24
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Wolberton Aid French Hold Dime Store Jobs

HAPPY NEW YEAR

IIERRY CHRISTMAS
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Freon The IFIIS "Kennel"—
by Martha Herring

ULETIDE
GREETINGS
In the true spirit of the
occasion we extend Sea-

A beautiful sentiment
that has continued
through the centuries, the
spirit of Christmos.

son's Greetings to our
friends and. neighbors.

Exam Radio & TV Shop
Milton & Thomas EXUM

Walnut Street

GREETINGS

For &gone...
With our good wishes go our heartfelt thanks for
your patronage and support.
A
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WARREN'S JEWELRY STORE
Corner Lake and Commercial

As you know from the last issue of THE KENNEL, we are
running in each edition a feature
on two Seniors' jobs. This time
the selection committee decided
to run Judy Wolberton and
Kay French, since they have
similiar jobs.
Judy Wolberton Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wolberton.
She is employed at Baldridges' Sc
and 10c Store under the direction and management of Mr. Clyde
Williams, Jr.
Judy has worked for Mr. Williams for a year now, and she
likes her job very much. She
says, "I have a wonderful opportunity to meet the public.
experiences
interesting
Many
have occurred during the past JUDY WOLBERTON tries valiantly to resist the temptations offered
year."
by the candy counter at Baldriciges.
Judy's job as saleslady has
many various branches. Although
her main duty is waiting on
customers, she assists in filling
up stoc k, keeping counters
straight, and sometime even addressing circulars.
She was not trained for her
job, but Mrs. Jack Speight showed her the basic points of being
a saleslady.
Judy new works after school
on Monday and Friday from 3:00
to 5:00, and on Saturday from
9:00 to 8:00.
She participates in many activities here at Fulton High. She
is the president of .the FM k., a
member of the 4-H Club, 7.urses
Club, the Quill and Scroll, and
copy editor on THE KENNEL
staff. Recently she was selected
in the Senior's Who's Who, as
Best School Citizen, along with
Wayne Anderson.
KAY FRENCH straightens up the Christroai decorations counter at
Her favorite subject in school the Ben Franklin Store.
I. English.
Kay, the daughter of Mr. and out counter, and helps decorate is planning to work every day
during Christmas.
Mrs. Avon Freneh, is employed the windows.
Kay likes her job and her emThe only training Kay received
at the Ben Franktn Sc and 10c
Store. Her employer is Mr. W. M. was being shown where the mer- ployer very much. She says the
chandise was kept during her first only disadvantage she can see is
Adams.
that it keeps her away from her
Her duties lir. much the same days on the job.
Kay says, "1 have worked at school work.
as Judy's. as she --aits on cusKay also takes part in many
tomers, fills up stock and straight- Ben Franklin's for a year now,
ens up counters. Her special de- but it takes about two to really school activities. She is a mempartment is the toy counter. A- learn everything in the store." ber of the F.H.A., the 4-H Club,
She works every day after the Nurses Clifb, and the band.
side from these duties, she takes
Her favorite subject in school
care of the freight and makes school from 2:00 to 5:30, agid on
out reports, works at the check- Saturday from 9:00 to 8:30. She is American History.

UK Building Named
In Honor Of Professor

for You
THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS
OF THEM ALL

The name "Jemes Byron Kelley
Hall" was formerly bestowed upon
the agricultural engineering building at the University of Kentucky
recently by the school's trustees.
The action was to honor Prof.
Kelley, who taught at the University for 40 years before going
on a change of work status in September.
Prof. Kelley, who came to UK
in tato, was awarded the highest
honor of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers this summer by. the organization's national
president.

Typing Class Ends
Project Assignments
From The FHS "Kennel"
The members of the advanced
typing class recently finished their
annual projects. It took four
weeks to complete this assignment. The class had to make layouts for two French folders. a
poster, a newspaper, and a formal
program. Each student had to run
off two of their layouts — one on
the ditto machine and one on the
memeograph. They were then distributed to the entire class to be
made into a booklet along with
their own layouts.
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THE NEWS STAND
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams

Three new departments in the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics have been created by
action of the University .of Kentucky trustees.
Formerly sections in the Animal Industry Group, the new departments are Animal Husbandry.
Dairy and Poultry.
"The change was made to give
full recognition to the growing
importance of animal husbandry,
dairying, and poultry in Kentucky agriculture," Dr. Frank J.
Welch, dean of the college. said.
"The change is also in keeping
with the administrative organization of many land-grant institutions throughout the country."

for a Joyous and Merry
Christmas . .. an
abundance
of everything good.

N. E."Red" Garrison, Sheriff
Hickman, By.

000=100
"Fer unto us a Lhild is born, unto us a
son is given ; and the government shall
he upon has shoulder,"
PSAL hi 04

ktti

CHRISTVAS
To wish you good cheer
at Christmas and to

thank you for your friendships
and patronage in the past.

IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Homra of
Ridgely, Tenn.. are the proud parents of a seven pound, five ounce
daughter born at 12:05 p. m.. December 17, 1959 at the Obion
County Hospital in Union City.
Mrs. Homra is the former Shirley
Homra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Homra of Fulton.

Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tennessee
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Are In UK AG College
2 New Departments

Our heartiest good wishes
to you and yours,
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Respectable Social Drinker
Is Worst Killer On Highway

tree planting demonstrations in
this area. During this time,
about all I could tall a landowner
was the fact that pine trees could
hold eroded hillsides and in the
long run conserve and rebuild
Os tie
his soil. I have had the question
asked me many, many times.
74444 "Will I be able to sell these trees
when they nature"? I have always bten optimistic as to marketing these thousands of pine
trees we plant each season.
Wish XM PIYOR
One decade ago, Kentucky
Assiesissed A.M.Seth Gond lisireol
planted less than one million
At Last — A Market For Pine trees. This next
planting season
For ten years I have dedicated will go well over seventy million.
the month of March to holding Kentucky is making progress in

VOIVIdg

It is not the reeling drunk, hour. (It
gong without saying that
but the respectable "social" drinker—the person rarely, if ever, any motoristihould be• teetotaler
visibly intoxicated—who is the on the road.) Si ce the average
worst killer on American high- 10-pound adult will oxidize about
two thirds of an ounce of whisk
ways.
ey
in an
This conclusion, based on acci- --or hour, one ounce of wlaiswey
one
bottle
of
beer—per hour
dent statistics, is reported in an IS
considered safe drinking for
October Reader's Digest article,
people who are going to
"Driver Had Been Drinking," by
drive
home
Paul W. Kearney. More than half take sometime later. Such an inwould hardly register in a
of all highway deaths involve
chemi
motorists not listed as "drunken last cal test an hour after the
drink.
drivers," but given the milder
police symbol of HBD—"Had Been
Drinking."
A growing body of evidence and
opinion indicates, Kearney writes,
that medical standards for measuring driver drunkenness (.13 percent of alcohol in the blood proves
intoxication; from .05 percent up
may suggest it) are far too liberal. Driving skill actually begins
to slip measurably after more than
one drink—or at about one fifth
the level our courts consider intoxicating. Seven world medical
authorities said at the Symposium
on Alcohol and Road Traffic at the
University of Indiana in 1958: "A
blood alcohol concentration of .05
percent will definitely impair the
driving ability of some individuals — at a concentration of .10
percent all individuals are definitely impaired."
The typical drinker reaches the
.05 percent level with two ounces
of whiskey taken within an hour.
If he takes four more in the next
two or three hours, he probably
will reach the .15 percent level.
But even at the lower point, •
driver will have difficulty deciding
what to do in an emergency involving judgment. Although hand
and foot reaction time may still be
good, he will take much too long
deciding how to react. Also, he
will develop an insouciant, "so
what" attitude.
Autopsies on drivers willed in
Montana disclosed that 55 percent
of them had enough alcohol in
their blood to impair driving; in
Nassau County, N. Y., 50 percent;
Grand Rapids, Mich., 60 percent;
Baltimore, 52 nercent.
Of 69 drivers killed in New
York City in 1957, medical analysis
showed that 38 had been drinking.
In Westchester County, N. Y., autoopsies on 83 drivers in singlevehicle accidents—those involving
lust one car and no pedestrians—
disclosed that 69 percent had been
drinking enough to impair skill. A
similar test by Delaware State
Police showed 80 percent had been
drinking.
A simple key to accident prevention. Kearney suggests, is for
the person who plans to drive later
to limit himself to one drink
per

Forestry and particularly pine
trees. When the first harvest is
made, I am sure Kentucky will
really advance in planting.
It is time I gave you more
information about this new mark..
The Tennessee River Pulp
&
Paper Company of Counce. Tennessee has under construction
a
thirty five-forty million dollar
pulpwood milk This are will
be
in the trade territory of the
mill.
In other words, there will
be a
concentration yard in Weste
rn
Kentucky where !armers will sell
their pine trees in the form of
pulpwood.
Two weeks ago, I spent the day
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with Mr. A. K. Dexter, Woodlands Manager for the Company.
We looked over pine plantations
in the area. He was impressed,
but we need more to really get
into business.
A tree farm of pines would not
be much work for anyone. Keep
the fire out and watch them
grow. You could even help growth with a little fertilizer (no
lime) if you chose. If you have a
back forty or even five or six
acres, think it over. What has it
returned in the last ten to fifteen

years. What do you intend doing
with it for the next ten-fifteen
years. Yes, pine trees could be
your best bet.
It is time to be thinking about
pine tree orders and your District Forester is anxious to get
your name for an order now. For
more information, contact your
Forester, Soil Conservation Service, County Agent or you could
even ask me. I know very little
about most everything. Remember, you can profit from planting
pine on 'poor soil.

Our personal wishes for all of you - - -

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

Mail Destroyed
By Fire At P.0.
In Mayfield

le

Fire broke out in a room at the
post office in Mayfield early
Monday morning and destroyed all
the mail for six rural routes.
Postmaster A. R. Anderson said
there were a few parcels among
the mail, but most of the loss was
to letters and Christmas cards.
Anderson estimated damage at
about $50,000. He said defective
wiring apparently was the cause
.of the blaze which was discovered
at 2:30 a. m. Firemen doused it
before it could spread to other
rooms of the building.
There was one joyful note, however. for the folks who lost their
Christmas mail:
Also destroyed were the monthly bills from the Western Kentucky Rural Electric Co-operative.
SIONIP

At this season of the year when we pause to reflect on our ble
ssings, we
realize our good fortune in being associated with the good peo
ple of the twin
cities of Fulton and South Fulton. We appreciate your friend
ship and y our
loyalty to us over the past twenty-two years, and value
it as one of our
most important assets.
During the past year we have realized the dream of ope
ning a new and
modern plant in South Fulton, and we believe that we
have been able to
make a contribution to the economic growth of the tw
in Cities and the KenTenn area.
To the citizens and officials of Fulton and South Fulton,
to everybody,-- we say 'Thank You for your cooperation and our si
ncer e greetings for a
Happy Holiday Season.
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May We
Add Our
13cst Wishes?

Jack & Jill Shop

THE HENRY I. SIEGEL co.
And its Employes

Lake Street

a

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEIC

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Taylor, Milton Counce, Elbert
Reeves, All Vowel!, Hal Ranier
and Colin Cowardin of Martin.

DEATHS
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CHRISTMAS' HIDDEN SIDE

Mrs. With Baker

J. C. Stewart

Mrs. Minnie Baker of Chandler- • •
James Calvin Stewart, 91, South
Ill., former Fulton resident.
vi/le,
Fulton resident, died at 11:50 a.
State Hospital
m.. Sunday, at the Jones Hospital died at the Peoria
following a long illness. Mr. on Dec. 18.
She was the wi•iow of John WilStewart moved to Fulton five
CHRISTMAS is like an iceberg.
years ago when he retired from liam Baker, who worked for the
farming in the Chestnut Glade Railway Express Company here
Most of it is hidden. The change
community and made his home at until he retired a number of years
to
much
is
Christ brought about
400 SS Paschall street.
ago. At that time they moved to
the
fact,
In
seen.
large to be clearly
He was a life-long resident of Chandlervllle. He died in 1965.
world has turned almost upside down,
She leaves no survivors.
Tennessee, was the only living
charter member of Mack's Grove
Services were held Tuesday at
but because it has turned slowly, and
Baptist Church in Weakley Coun- 1 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funeral
hardly
we
it,
with
we have turned
t/.
Home chapel here. The Rev. J. L.
realize what has happened.
Funeral services were held Leggett, pastor of the First Mi..thMonday afternoon at 2 p. m. at the odist Church, officiated. Burial
Even the man who never enters a
First Baptist Church in Fulton, was in Greenlee Cemetery here.
prays,
never
or
seldom
who
church,
with Rev. John Laida, pastor, ofwho is wrapped in selfishness and beficiating. Burial was in Oak Grove
cemetery, with Doug Murphy
haves as if there were no God — or at
Funeral Home of Martin in charge.
least as if God's existence did not
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
matter — is nevertheless a far betDella Stewart of South Fulton;
ter man, objectively viewed, than he
two sons, C. M. Stewart of ColumThe Pierce-Harris Club held
bus. Miss., Clyde Stewart of Roywould have been had not Christianiits annual Christmas party recal Oak, Mich.; three daughters,
ently at the Farm Bureau Hall in
ty changed the very air he breathes,
Mrs. Clifford Darden, Hazel Park,
Union City.
the very climate of human society in
Mich.. Mrs. Gilbert Cross, Mem°Nixon has a good head for flyover'
Hostesses were Mrs. Joe FaulkBen
Cross,
Mrs.
phis
Memand
which he lives. He is unconsciously
phis, 12 grandchildren and 24 ner, Mrs. T. E. Hackett, Misses
not as wicked as he might have been.
great grandchildren and one great Lola and Hubby Giffin. Mrs.
I was talking to a friend recgreat grandchild. He was a mem- Stacy Sammons, Mrs. Clara DedIT IS little realized that twenty
ently and he was high in his •AUSTIN SPRINGS
mon, Mrs. Robert Gleam Mrs. A.
Mrs. Carey Friel • ber of the First Baptist Church.
praise of Mary Alice and Red
centuries ago, injustice was enActive pallbearers were: Gene G. Simon. Mrs. Edith Giffin. Mrs.
Coleman for their work with the
throned over civilization. Evil sat in
Jack Barker. Mrs. John Smith and
AA organization here. He suggestMr. and Mrs. Johnny Rickman
Dedmon.
and
Alice
Mary
ed that 1 contact
and baby son of Akron, Ohio ar- district where he owned a home Mrs. L. D.
A delicious supper was served
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
get a feature on their work, but rived the past week to spend on State Line Road.
I've been so busy I just haven't Christmas holidays here with their
Christmas Greetings to the to 49 members and visitors.
.t. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELJNG
found the time as yet.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey News. Staff, Correspondents. and
Mrs. L. D. Allen an,d Lewis AlEditors and Publishers
and Mrs. J. Car- all the readers of this column. len sang "How Great Thou Art"
Mr.
and
Donoho
organized
Red
and
Alice
Mary
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
May your holiday be filled with Ruby Giffin led the group in singthe AA group here recently and bitt Rickman.
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Came
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. cheer and your New Year be a ing "Silent Night" and "It
they are having meetings at their
Also Second place in 1959 and Honorable llectisa
Upon the Midnight Clear."
1958.
home on East State Line each Sat- Bynum a son at Hillview Hospital. Happy One.
urday night. Six members have This is their second child. The
Successor of various weekly papers in FulBynums have a daughter, Gloria
been attending.
ton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
WISHING YOU ALL A MERRY XMAS!
Ann, 11. They have named the
address all mall (subscriptions. change of address.
This is very fine work the ColeHowell.
Charles
boy,
Forms 3579 to Post Moe Box 455 Talton, Hanatolcr
mans are doing and they should
Open Every
Rev. James Holt filled his regreceive all the support they need
Published Every Thursday of The Year
Salem
from local people to carry out ular appointment at New
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Baptist church the past Sunday at
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
their work.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
11 a. m. The BTU was held at the
PHONE 22
Adm. 15c - 50c
usual hour with a Christmas Tree
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
Allan M. Trout of Frankfort, and gifts for all members of the
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
Courier-Journal writer, has pub- young group.
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
lished a 40,000-word book of sethroughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
lected material from Greetings, and son, Mark of Martin, spent
Doors Open Friday At 1:00 P. M.
Wednesday, Dec. 23, 1959
his folk-column since January 1. Friday here with parents, Mr. and
1939. The title is Greetings from Mrs. Burton Lassiter.
yi
Old Kentucky, Volume 2. It is liSaturday.
Mr. Albert Rickman. 92. is very
brary size. The 100 pages are in
414.4LR • 1;11
The mother said that when she
soft binding. The price is $1. post- sick. We- hope to have a more
around town with
and her husband divorced she had
later.
report
paid. If you would like a copy favorable
been given custody of the child.
Mrs. Ed Frields continues to
write Mr. Trout at P. O. Box 142,
When the little girl was six years
improve although she still reFrankfort, Ky.
old, she was taken from school by
mains in bed. Daughters, Mrs.
the father, the Indiana woman
Eric Cunningham of Dresdent and
Last week we reported a deer Mrs. Earl Mitchell of Paducah
said. Since that time, neither the
Illinois or Indianapolis courts out north of town, then Friday have been with her during her
would act on the case, the mother J. E. Campbell, local plumber. recovery the past few weeks.
said a deer ran across in front of
said.
Friends over this area extend
his car as he drove down Terry sympathy to the family of Mr.
At a- hearing at Hickman Sat- away, taking a train. She thought
Road. Seems like deer are migrat- George Wilson. who passed away
A few days ago we learned that
urday afternoon a mother from she was going to her mother. She
ing here from Kentucky Lake or the past week in St. Louis, Mo. He
she
where
Fulton,
in
C.
D.
up
the
ended
Jones,
given
a
was
Ind.,
Indianapolis.
member of the P. T. somewhere.
formerly lived here in the 13th
custody of her 15-year-old run- was taken into custody by M. E. Jones Coal Company and former
The
Sheriff.
Jaycee president, had been comaway daughter, who was appre- "Red" Garrison,
Well. Christmas is here again. City bakery.
sheriff took the young girl to his missioned a Kentucky Colonel
hended in Fulton Friday.
Again, this Christmas comes a
home for the night.
recently. Mr. Jones is quite active Many of the stores and homes
Yule Christmas card from Lawrence
The gith, who had been living
in local civic affairs and served are gaily decorated for
ageenft
nfiff•
Selb
Fulton
in
arrived
mother
The
with her father and step-mother
as the Jaycees' first president. season and everyone is having Welk. This year. instead of a picIn Carmi. Ill., for the past eight Friday night. She had an appoint- Congratulations, C. D.!
parties. The young people are ture of the band enclosed, is a 11.
years, had been unhappy. She ran ment with the sheriff for 9 a. in.
home from college and friends and picture of Mr. Welk, himself.
relatives are arriving for the
One of the nicest Christmas
V STUART 5IT5• Fre wenn • ant um •
INV
holidays.
presents we have heard of this
11111 551Tans saes v. HMI OH
••
...UI..Uea t941511.. WIC ROIL A
The News is going to press
Christmas is one presented to
Now Showing
AIM MIMI
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Mrs. Fannie Williams, a charming Tuesday night, instead of WedI
V
Plus - Color Cartoon "Hashi Mato Sun"
young waitress out at the Park nesday and the men in the back
SAT.-8UN. - DEC. 7447
Thru Saturday
shop will have off the rest of the
Terrace Restaurant.
(Starts at 7: and 9:05)
p
week. The front office will be
"They Came To Cordura" Next Week!
"LES GIRLS"
It happened this way.
Phone 12
open Wednesday and Thursday
Me
Ss
le
76.1111110111/1010All
Kelley
Rifle
3111107011
Gene
With
MUM
70
WON
MAP
essessiesmer
on
been
Fannie has
the morning and closed all day Friwaiting
AtOM•
sitAK AK AK AC AM
District Lumbermen's Association day. Saturday the office will be
"Recommended For Adults Only"
a
for quite some time. On Wednesopen in the morning.
day of last week they had their
a
Christmas party, bringing their
a
congratulations to Mrs. Ethel
wives along.
THE INN._
Bygd, who celebrated her 105th
They had a gift for Fannie.
THE GUESTS...
The president off the associa- birthday with open house at the
THE
a
tion, an elderly man, presented home of her daughter. Mrs. S. L.
SENSATIONS
a
the gift to Fannie from the group, Craver Saturday. Friday afterOF THE OREAT
a
saying that one of the wives had noon Mrs. Byrd was taken to
BEST-SELLER
a
made her a lovely Christmas tree. Union City by the Rev. John LaiBY THE
a
When Fannie opened the gift, the da, pastor of the First Baptist
AUTHOR OF
base of the tree was filled with Church, to get her annual birha
THE MAN IN
one dollar bills. Was she happy! day cake given her by the Union

By Joseph A. Braig, editor of the
Cleveland Universe-Bulletin

high places and made the world's
great decisions. The slaves who made
up two-thirds of the population of
the Roman Empire, and were treated
as mere conveniences, accepted their
fate dumbly because they did not
know they had rights as men and
women — rights which no earthly
power had the right to transgress.
The human dignity which Christ
taught has spread from the cave at
Bethlehem into the most remote areas
of the earth. This total reversal of
values, which little by little is turning the world right side up, is not
confined to the Christian parts of the
earth. Today Christian teaching about
the inalienable rights of man is
spreading into areas where the name
of Christ is hardly known.
MOREOVER, man's thirst for the
recognition of his dignity and rights
as a creature of God cannot be slaked
with compromises, with soothing
words and with sellings-out. The full
rights of each person, the living wage
of the worker, and the dignity of the
family, cannot be traded for a paternalistic pat on the head.
Christmas, it's true, is a time of
children, of carolsof colored lights,
of stockings hung by the fireside, and
of happy talk about good will to men.
But much, much deeper is the gigantic bulk of Christmas which can be
expressed in the phrase, men of good
will.
IT IS GOOD that Christmas should
be a time of happiness for children.
It's much better that it's becoming a
time for adults to rededicate t h e mselves to the manful work of restorating all things in Christ.

Pierce-Harris
Club Has Meeting

ORPHEUM

Starts Friday,Then Sat.& Sun.
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STARLITE
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THE ,SOFT GLOW 0
'CHRISTMAS CANDI

THE GRAY
FLANNEL SUIT

EROS. TECHNICOLOR*
;WARNER
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GAN• MCGUIRE.Dila:KENNEDY DorTHUE
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

Eery

We send warm cued friendly greetinge
for your happiness at
Christmas

V

We are indebted to you for these kindnesses and
the thoughtfulness back of them, and desire to extend
compliments of the Season to you, one and all!

iii

ilroeti him
who is
sm;thout
cast the
first stone
WARNER OROS.Plc-ryas rems•TECHNIRAMA"ca.bTECHNTOtOr

CARROLL BAKER • ROGER MOORE • WALTER SLEZAK
Vill3R10 GASSMAN • KATINA PAXINOU 1&ed4HENRY BLANKE
St knot, br,

Brings to our minds the true value of friendships—and leads *a
to ponder over the many deeds of kindness that have been extead:
cd us in the past.,

wish for your happiness

The mightiest story ef fate sod the flesh
Were to els time!

a
a

FRANK BUTLER amcsid 0, IRVING RAPPER

Please Note: Box office opens Saturday at 1 p. m.

At this time of the year we take the opportunity to
express our gratitude for having you as our friends,
and to assure you, in turn, of our friendship. In this
spirit, we want to wish you a Happy and a Merry
Christmas!

BUDGET SHOP
Elva Brown

Edna Slayden

Lorene Howell

Martha Howell

Sue Bruce

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kasnow
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Coca-Cola Bottling Company
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Fulton, Kentucky
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nce, Elbert
Hal Ramer
of Martin.

HAPPY

NEW

Reviewing a Day Willa Mr. Martin Shows That
Much Is Involved in Bunning a High School

MERRY CHRISTMAS

faker
When Christmas is over. . . may the blessings of thc

of Chandlerton resident.
ate Hospital

season linger long . . . yes, linger with you until

of John Wilrked for the
mpany here
iber of years
ey moved to
d in 1955.
ivors.
Tuesday at
mak- Funeral
tie Rev. J. L.
First Mothited. Burial
etery here.

another Holiday rolls 'round once more.
This is the wish of all of us for all of you.
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civilian life in 1945,
read, and answered. Third period returning to
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he
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average day? There is quite a bit ology,
to so taught G. I. Agriculture at
of work *involved in running a chemistry. He brings his lunch
e
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Hickman. Before corning to FulAny
there
airs.
If
.
high school
school and eats i aownst
who doubts this. just spend a day additional business is taken care ton High as principal, he taught
with Mr. Martin. An average day of sixth period. Mr. Martin usual- four years at South Fulton.
would be something like the fol- ly gets sway from school a little
Besides his own home, Mr. Marlowing:
after four, except at the end of the tin owns two rental houses and
the
out
get
to
has
he
Mr. Martin is usually up and Tnonth when
the building formerly occupied by
report. Then it is usually
dressed by 5:45. He then eats a monthly
the City Electric Company. He is
is
able
he
later before
good breakfast, always consisting quite a bit
a member of the Elks Club, and
of some meet. Sometime before to get away.
the Baptist Church.
7:00 he stops in at the coffee shop
Mr. Martin was born in 1907 in
and chats as he drinks another Davies County, Kentucky, near From The FIN "Kennel"—
cup of coffee. He is always at Owensboro. He graduated from
school by 7:00.
high school in 1924, and then went
Western State where he graduto
busisome
s
First, there is alway
in three years. He then
us
ated
previo
ness left over from the
science and coached at
taught
day. After attending to this, there
1927 to 1931. During
from
are always the excuses for the ab- Martin
he finished the work on
sentees to be seen about, and any 1931-32
Masters Degree and taught at
With meals served each day in
other thing that pops up before his
came to Fulton the basement of the high school
then
He
rn.
Weste
doa
is
period
First
first period.
pal of Carr Institute un- building, the cafeteria got its start
all hour. After a ball game, there as princi
he went to work for in 1923. In 1928, when the Science
when
1937,
til
carIs money to be counted and
Finance Company. Hall was built, the cafeteria was
cky
Kentu
West
ried to the bank. Second period he
the army in 1942. After moved to where the farm shop
tries to get all of his mail opened, He joined
and mechanical drawing room are
now located. In 1942 the cafeteria
faqilities were again moved, this
time to newly completed Carr Elementary, scene of today's opera-
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May contentment and
prosperity attend all
your efforts through
the days ahead and
stay this Yuletide Season be one of complete
happiness for you and
your loved ones...
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Saul Offers Music
Courses to Stabil:
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junior
Carr Elementary and the
public
have
to
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very
high are
reschool music, even though it
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ceives little publicity. It is a
not
advantage many schools do
recognize. and is one of the most
„
modern subjects.
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Consciously, it teaches students
to read music, to count time, to
learn rhythm, to harmonize, and
to recognize different classes of
music.
Subconsciously, it gives a great
appreciation for the art of music.
The Glee Club is a more advanced form of public school
music. It is offered- to both boys
and girls. but mainly girls participate.
A person who really has a true
appreciation for music will never
be at loss in any crowd.
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JOE C. POWELL LIME CO.
Fulton, Ky.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Hundreds of flowery words and phrases cannot
compensate for the sincere wishes contained in the

a

old greeting: "A Merry Christmas!" As the
, chimes intone the Christmas music, may you have
a sense of happiness in their enjoyment.

1

11111601)de
And we're delighted to wish you

A. Huddleston Company
Twin Cities Home Improvement Company
Horne Loan Insulation — Storm Doors & Windows
Phone 145
400 Main

221-229 Main Street
s.

/0
eyes. Her Jeweled hand gracefully
remained in her lap.
Continued front Paps One
MECHANICS needed: good salary.
"Ah, my good Hector. you do
Apply in person to Taylor Chevpay
us an honor." she said calmly
humoredly.
good
ing
But beneath
rolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Fulwith only the slightest smile.
great
dignity
but
not
too
much
ton, Ky.
"But, my lady, it is you who
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
to the common man of the fields had done
us the honor of radiatForrester's
while you wait.
FOR THIS BIM Lieu un Office as she reguarded him. But with ing
your beauty upon us." the
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
Landowner replied.
See James 0. Butts at The the delicacy which comes with
"I see that my Lord Hector is
FOR ALL types of chair caning,
Caldwefl
Co., years of cultivation., she conHarvey
see Claude Beard, 114 Miles
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, vinced him of her acknowledge- Indeed hungry this night." the
Avenue in Union City. Phone
Phone 674. We trade for your ment of his exalted position, with- Scribe said, each word filled with
out any condescension on her sharpness much like the soldier's
TU 52480.
old equipment
part. She poised her well pro- blade upon the soft skin of the
newFOR .ENT: Sletping rooms.
portioned head at just the proper enemy.
ly decorated. Singlet 85. per
angle in order to reflect the light
"It is food that I would have
week. See Mrs. Leland Jewell,
FREE PARKING!
from her jewels into his greedy and none the folly of words for
315 Carr jtreet; phone 177.
they fill not the belly." the LandFOR RENI: Floor sanding ma- owner laughed.
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
chine and electric floor polishtrade—repair and move. Get
"Yes, my Lord Hector. fear not
er and electric vacuum cleanour prices. We senice all makes
for your belly is indeed full.
Exchange
ers.
Furniture
Co.
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
Words fill the brain. These days
Phone 35, Church Street.
Across From
most brains starve for good words
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
as many bellies are starved," reCoca-Cola Plant
and automatic models, $139.95
plied the Scribe adamently.
and up. Sales and service.
It's smart to save money — —
Mack
"Indeed, now!" laughted the
Ryan
201.
Phone
Electric,
Bennett
Bring your washing to the
Landowner, slightly irritated. "Ah,
Charles Stafford
but is time to eat. Let us make
When it's
merry for tomorrow we pay dearly."
teal Estate in Fulton
"My Good Hector, need you
• 24 washers
-bring up such unpleasant matters
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
CHARLES W.BURROW
as taxes. You are intend on ruin•6 Dryers
Phone 61
ing the supper of everyone else."
1109 Walnut
Capacity 30 pounds each
Brackus said sardonically, a trifle
Located on Carr in old King
bored with the bulbous peasant of
Farm Loans
Motor Co. building:
accidental wealth.
Conventional Loans
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.
At that moment the Innkeeper
Phone TU 10404
Union City
FHA Loans
and his wife entered with wine
for their guests. He was a short
(Complete stock)
—The very best selection of real
rotund man. jolly and simple
Good
selection
of
records
times
I
estate for sale at all
hearted and his wife was of kind
on LP and 45 rpm
heart. For years they had served
Mail
orders—Snecial
orders
repsvsenting
the
AM NOW
the public and knew their trade
Greenfield Monument Works
of satisifying their customers and
and will appreciate the oporguests. The wife was very outgotunity to show you our beautiing and motherly. It was her naLong TermsWE RENT - - ful line of memorials. Tom
ture to want things in their proper
-Easy Payments
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
!There and in good order.
Hospital
beds
She served the wine to each
NOW is the. time to get your
Baby beds
guest. Shortly all had enough to
Typewriter and Adding Macrestore good nature and induce a
Roll-away beds
hiae Overhauled See Cleo
mutual congeniality.
Peeples, Service Manager of
Vacuum Cleaners
The soldier told of his battles.
The Harvey Caltheall ComFloor polishers
"And I have killed more than one
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out— — All kinds —
hundred men in one battle alone
fitters, Phone 674.
WADE FURN. CO.
and captured the general. For this
— Crops, buildings,
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED Phone 103
I was awarded the highest honors.
Fulton, Ky.
—We buy white oak standing
vehicles, etc. — — The way to immortality is through
custom
timber, custom logs,
glorious battle."
stave and heading bolts. Con"Ah, so it may be, my fine
tact us for prices and specificaClaudius," said Hedonious,"but do
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
For The
you know the delicacies of move5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A
ment and motion, every breath
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7controlled, every thought concen1812 Mayfield, Ky.
trated into grace until movement
and music are one. I have danced
BICYCLES, wagons, tricycles,
208 Main St.
Phone 5 before the greatest of Kings and
and
kiddie cars, little tractors, scootEmperors. I shall be remembered
ers, in fact ALL kinds of wheel
as the greatest dancer to have pertoys for Christmas can be found
formed.
at Scates Goodrich Store, Ill
But to live each moment as one
Lake Street. Fulton. Telephone
SAVE MONEY
is expected to live." said Dorea369.
Buy Auto Insurance on
thee, her cold resonant tones with
great authority and sensitiveness,
Our 3-PAY PLAN
Christmas Gift Ideas!
4" DOWN. 30% hi 3 MOM. "that is the way of life one should
lead. To be born to a station and
buy it at
30% In 6 MONTHS
uphold that station. I was born to
No Interest. No carrying
a great family. To maintain
Charges.
Capitol and Columbia Stereo
their dignity and always exalt the
Your policy is typed and
and Hi-Ft sets
glorious dynasty, above all remain
ready for you in a few minpure and unblemished by comutes, and coverage is effecAll the latest single records and
promise or defeat. This is imtive immediately.
albums in Stereo, Ill-Fi, Pop,
Furniture Company
mortality."
Religious and Western songs.
"This may be true, my fair
Wick Smith Ag•ney
Church Street
Fulton
Lady," sain the Scribe, "but your
CALL 62 — 1611
body shall die and your bones
211 Commercial
Phone 73
TV and Radio Repair
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CLASSIFIED ADS

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Fulton Launderette

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA arid Magnavox
'IV and Hi-Fi

FARM LOANS

shall crumble with your dynasty.
But the words and thoughts of
man live after him. His recorded
words last the ages. It is the written word that shall live when we
have ceased to be. Without writing, memories grow short, music
forgotten, names unremembered,
history nothing but meaningless
ruins. The word is immortal."
"Bash!" cried Hector, much under the influence of the innkeeper's wine, "Who cares of the
unborn distant future. Now is the
immortal, you fools! Look at the
pleasure of the grape and the yield
of the land. Taste its filling and
satisifying quality. It is real and
touchable. Who cares for a word.
They only cause confusion because
none of them put together ever
mean the same thing to everyone.
But food and drink and pleasure!
Ah! That is the immortality you
seek, the present!"
"That may be. good Hector,"
said Brackus, "but have you ever
seen the beauty of objects from
foreign and exotic places, silks,
shoes, jewels, cloth. metalwork?
Have you ever touched its delicacy, its richness, or realized how
much craftsmanship went into its
construction. Have you thought of
the adventure and capital it takes
to bring you your fine clothing
and furnishings for your house.
Will your fields clothe your stuffed naked belly or shod your huge
hoofs? No, my friend, immortality lies in the pleasure of owning
and obtaining these materials for
pleasure, comfort, and need."
The innkeeper and his wife
listened in awed silence to the
discussion when there was a
knock on the door. Slowly, he got
up from his seat, a little annoyed
because he was enjoying the con-

versation. He opened the door and
the light from within fell upon a
man, tall and sturdy of excellent
features, whe was probably a
shepherd or tradesman.
"Yes, what may I do for your
asked the innkeeper.
"I would like a room for my
wife and myself."
"I'm sorry. but we are full here.
Perhaps you had better try someplace else." said the innkeeper.
businesslike and slightly irritated
because he was missing the conversation from within.
"But we have tried so many
places and we are so tired." the
stranger said gently.
"I'm sorry, but - - -"
"I must find someplace, for my
wife is with child." The stranger's
eyes were intense, filled with
power and sincerity. "You must
have someplace . . ."
"Well, I don't know." The innkeeper scratched his head and
stopped to study a moment. His
wife had joined him and stood by
him patiently and watched the
stranger. She had never seen anyone quite like him before. Deep
inside her she liked him.
From within the voices floated
toward the innkeeper and began
inquiring who it was and what
they wanted at this hour. The innkeeper turned about and told
them. "And his wife is with child.
What am I to do. I can't turn
them away, but I have no place
left for them."
Doeeathea turned about to see
the man. She had seen thousands
like him before, but she knew
not what it wee-about the man
that disturbed her. Something
puzzled her and she did not like
it. Immediately, she disliked tlie
man as though he were a chal-

lenge to her. Then, a soft cruel
smile crept into the corner of her
mouth.
"My good in keeper," she began
very calmly with a cold level
voice that even surprised her,
"why not let them stay in your
stable - - if there's room." She
then curled up back in her chair
and waited for the innkeeper to
respond.
"Pm very sorry, but it is all I
have, but you're welcome to it if
you don't mind it." The innkeeper
said indifferently with a shrug of
the shoulder.
"0 yes. it will do fine. We are
so tired and have traveled so tar."
the stranger said simply. The innkeeper disappeared Into the dark
with the stranger toward the direction of the stable to show him
the way.
Inside the inn 'the guests who
had come to Bethlehem to pay
their taxes continued their conversation and returned to their
refilled cups of wine. They did not
know that a child was being born.

SERVICE NOTES
.Army Pvt. William D. Menees,
sort of Mrs. Blanche J. Menses,
Cayce. Ky., completed eight weeks
of - advanced individual armor
training Dec. 12 at Fort Knox, Ky.
During this phase of training.
Menses qualified as a driver of
the Army's medium tank, passed
proficiency testa with the .30 and
.50 caliber machine guns and
qualified as a gunner with the 90
millimeter tank gun.
Hen entered the Army last July
and received basic training at
Fort Henning. Ga.
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CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

SYLVANIA TV

EXCHANGE

TWIN CITY RECORDS

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery
NEW PICTURE TUBES

titel YOUR
1/ieddeet9 peewee

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM

oaly oice

you could

V

ftetiNtegf

WEYER "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-I

Fulton

Complete With Mirror

Designed in the contemporary manner! Double bed, roomy chest and
double dresser crafted of quality walnut veneers. Complete with mirror!

woad you eicoode?

7164a roma.* Pimuiae

"INSPIRATION"

By J. M. MCCO.NILLL
FULL COLOR ... SI 1 14 X 20
it.taa price $2.0

As an expression of our appreciation and good will, we
will give one of these 14 x 20 prints, in color —

FREE,with purchase of $10 or more
Graham Furniture Company

Exchange Furniture Company

303 Walnut Street
Phone 185

307 Commercial Ave.
Phone 35

Promoted Nation-Wide In The Interest Of Christian Unity

Big Choice! Big Savings!
Smart Occasional Tables

KNEEHOLE DESK
AND CHAIR

Lamp tables, end tables. step tables, cocktail
tables in every wanted style and finish! For
yourself, for gifts/

Choicely-made of mahogany veneers
with brass pulls. Chair has upholstered
seat.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
307 COMMERCIAL AVE.

Mail

genesiso

veeet kome, adiceme 'Veto/cc

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

V

4t14ep

TRANSFER CO.
FLOWERS

V
V

V

we

You can render a Christian service to
yourself, your family and friends, by
hanging this beautiful colored masterpiece in your home.
One of these richly-colored prints
is available to you, now, as you make
your purchases at either of our stores
below. This offer is limited and has
been made possible by us in cooperation with the owner of the painting of
Christ, "Inspiration." _

V
V

3-Piece Bedroom Suite

IF „ „

V
V

V

la

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

Styled for beauty, comfort. wear! Finely-constructed sofa and
club chair with wide arms, button-tufted barks. See our selection of bedroom and living room groups in our new, large display room!

for the living room, ter the
den, for the bedroom and ler
the boudoir . . . . New Styling,
new Shades, many colors.

V

Monthly terms

M & W Appliances

Luxurious Two-Piece Living Boom Suites

1

1

No money down

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.

TABLE LAMPS

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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5 Conservation Themes Selected; Warren Ranks
From The INS Kennet—
After weeks of research, the
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors
Conservation
their
completed
themes on the subject of "How
Forest Conservation Benefits My
Community."
Each school in Kentucky selected five winning entries and
submitted them for district competition. The winners from Fulton
High were Hal Warren, Ronny
Winston. John Cunningham, Bill
Leneave, and Wayne Anderson.
Certificates will be given to the
winner and runner-up in the district.
The first-place entry from each
district will be judged for state
awards. Winners of state awards
will receive $100, $75, and $50
bonds.
The sponsors of the contest are
the Louisville Courier-Journal, the
Louisville Times, and Radio Station WHAS.

From The FH8 "Kennel"—
Hy Hill Wade
• Christmas is rolling around
once more and even the satirist
folks are getting the Christmas
spirit. With the idea in mind that
we have a two week vacation
starting in about 3 days, everyone
is being kind and generous for a
change.
Many of the students are planning big weekends for the Christmas holidays. Some want to visit
grandmother a n d grandfather,
others want to catch up on lost
sleep, while still others just want
to spend a quiet, peaceful weekend at home. As you can tall, there
are going to be many busy people this Christmas and it looks as
if there is not going to be any
STUDENTS wrria BEST CONSERVATION ESSAYS continue study time for studying cot
working.
of forestry, under direction of top-place winner Hal Warren (R.).
There should be many parties
Others (L. to R.) are Bill Leneave, John Cunningham. Wayne Ander- and
the exchanging of gifts beson. and Ronny Winston.

tween many people this Christmas, and the holidays should be
enjoyed by all. This beir g the last
week before the holidays, everyone is a little lax—but this will
vanish when we come back next
year.
After such a long and enjoyed
holiday I know everyone will be
happy to get back to the good ole
routine of everyday school work,
and also to show oft the new coat
or new dress that Sarta Claus
brought them.
After we get back it will be but
a short time before the semester
exalts will begin - and we all
know what that means. With that
happy thought, I'll wish you a
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR.

At Christmastime our thoLghts again go out
to our friends. May we express the wish that
your Christmas radiate warmth Snd happiness
in

your hearts? May you have the sort of

Christmas you hope it will be.

Name Cards Arrive
From The FHS Kennel—
The Senior Class have received
their name cards and thank-you
notes for graduation. The invitations have not arrived yet, but
they should be here soon.

High Stepping Majorettes Help Spirit
From the VMS Xt‘NNEL—
By Wanda Cash
The high-strutting majorettes
marching in front of the Fulton
High band look very eolorful in
their new outfits.
The duties of a majorette are
not always easy. It is necessary
for them to march at half-time

during football games, whether
the weather is hot or cold. Also
they participate in Christmas
parades and various other events
throughout the year.
Martha DeMyer, a freshman, is
the newest majorette. She is a reporter on the KENNEL Staff and
a member of the F. H. A. and the

We wish you th.
greatest happiness that
•omos with sharing Christmas
with friends and neighbors
and with sharing the
Holiday with Him,
in His house

Oka
ler

Jag,

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
and LOAN ASSOCIATION
Main Street,

Fulton, Ky.

4-H Club. Martha Is an honor
roll student. When she was asked
how she like being a majorette,
she replied, "I think being a majorette is worthwhile because it
gi v es me experience before
crowds."
Elaine Beggs. a junior, became
a majorette when she wet a sophomore. She is a member oi the
Future Nurses Club and is on the
honor roll. She says. "I enjoy being a majorette very much, and I
feel very relaxed while I am
marching."
°pinata Spotlight. the Drum Majorette. is• junior, and this is her
second year to be a majorette. She
ry active in school affairs and
. • -.• an honor roll student. the
of the Future Nurses
•
sod of her class, and a man- the National Honor Socic, .7optiella commented, "I like
being a majorette because I enjoy marching, mad it gives me an
opportunity to participate in
school activities."
Sandra Williams. a junior, also
Means a majorette when she was
a Sophomore-She is an honor roll
student and • member of the Future Nurses Club and the Senior
Girl Scouts. She explains, "I think
being a majorette is fun, and I
enjoy doing it. We try to give the
team and fans school spirit."
Saundra Latham. a senior, has
been a majorette for two years.
She is a member of the Future
Nurses Club and the 4-H Club,
and is secretary of F. H. A. She,„„
too, is on the honor roll. Saundra
said, "Being a majorette is the
one thing that has made high
school enjoyable for me. I have always enjoyed it. and I think it's a
great honor to be a majorette."
Her performances with her fire
baton have been especially noteworthy.

Band Represents
FRS At Festival
From The FHS "Kennel"—

May the lights of Christmas glow in your
home with their 'message of good cheer

'PTV

red

and may you know of the high hopes we
have for you at this happy holiday season.

Lake Street
yessysesseseersesseieresemeemosessasso

The Fulton High band participated in the annual Christmas
parade in Paducah. December 5.
The band left Fulton around 8:30
a.m. They enjoyed a lunch in the
courthouse.
The band has just finished a
live* marching season. They
marched at all the home football
games and made the trip to Mayftrtd. This year the band had a
!irk experience when they participated in a political rally.
The band director is Mr. Arthur Roman. The members and
their instruments are as follows:
Robbins
and
trombone-Danny
Bob Anderson; tuba-Edward M.
Butler; trumpet-Warren Nanney,
Barry Adams, Danny Carver,
Tommy Harwood. and David Cunningham; bell lyra-Kay French;
clarinet-Barry Roper, Bill Hancock, Helen Wiggins, Charles
Allen, Don Reed, and Alice
Johnson; snare drums-Jill Edwards, Joy Yates, Annie Green,
Annette Campbell, and James
Wright; flute-Andy Batts and
Susan Walker; alto saxophoneMae Mann; cymbals-Donna Campbell. A new member of the band
is Harold Martin who plays the
baritone horn. Former band members John Cunningham and James
Reed aplay in all the marching
activities. John plays the trumpet
and James the trombone.
Four band members Edward M.
Butler, David Cunningham, Jimmy Wright and Barry Roper, have
been selected to participate in the
annual Quad-State Band Festival
at Murray.

SONNY PUCKETT SERVICE STATION
* Sonny Puckett

• Carl Puckett, Sr.

• Leland Jewell

• Jimmy Newton

• W. C. Damons

• Lowell Lightner

* Ralph Puckett

including Gallant Fox, Galahad
III, Gallant Sir, Diavolo.
The Claiborne Stud near Paris
Alcazar. Hard Tak, Reign County
greatest
has foaled some of the
Sir Andrew.
and
thoroughbreds in racing history,
CLAIBORNE STUD

Janus. for whom the month of
January was named, was pictured
with two feces. and looked both
aired and backward.

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following in/or/nation, supplied THE NEW
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agriculture/
aqenvies teal be of special interest to Pregremles /amen 01 the
hen-Tenn area):
Tom MeCutchea, County Agent
Obion County, Dee. lt, 1051
Rains have harvest at a standstill •here In the county. Some
corn, cotton and soybeans remain
to be harvested.
County Soil Test Program is
beginning to 3tep up activity. Already some 300 samples have
been mailed in this year. Laat
year 192 samples .ere tested by
county farmers. The program will
run thru March 1, 1960.
Planning meetings have been
held on Livestock and Beekeeping for 1960. Meetings on Dairy
and Field Crops will be held this
When all planning com`,-reek.
mittees have met and planned
each program, an overall coui.•:•
program will be set up. These
programs consist of meetings,
field days, field demonstrations,
schools and other activities in all
phases of Agriculture in 0 b i on
County.
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We sincerely trust that

y

friendly thoughts will find

NIMORMILAND

Kenn'. ty has 500.000 acres of
ttitiberhVid lying inside three
permitted moisture - content is states ano two national forests.
changed from 11.5 to 14.0 percent
for shelled corn under farmstorage loans and for corn in approved warehouse storage.
Further information about
Is MAY14
price-support loans on corn and
A .., ".TIC
other crops may be obtained from
the County ASC Office.
nt

their way to you to bring
Christmas joy.

And, may we say simply, but
with all sincerity, "THANK

n

BONDI JANUS

Jou."

The ancient Romans honored
itil
11=ag
.
Janus. the god of gates and doors
1 111.
at"
Ilsamelk
*Ma
1011
And of beginnings and endings, on
1 .166
sad Eery -Term "
the first day of the year. World
ELECTRIC
Book Encyclopedia reports that BENNETT
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MOM
THE WATSON COMPANY
Union City Highway

EVENTS COMING UT IN
THE NEAR FUTURE
Monday night. December 14—

FINEST, MOST JOYFUL
CHRISTMAS EVER,
and YOURS

Dairy Planning meeting (Program Projection) Farm Bureau
Hall - Union City - 7:30 p. m.
Ray Spann. West Tennessee Extension Dairyman, from Jackson
and V. D. Parsons, Assistant Extension Dairyman from Knoxville
will conduct the meeting. A 1960
Dairy program for the County
will be planned to include meetings. schools and field days
Wednesday night, December 11—
Annual meeting - Obion County Livestock Association - Bilt• more Restaurant - 7:00 p. m.
Membership now stands at 100
members of the county association. The goal is 200 Members
by January 1, 1961. The annual
meeting will consist of a Steak
Supper, election of 1960 directors.
a progress report of the association for 1959 and recognition of
winners in the livestock divisions
at the 1959 Obion County Fair.
Friday night, Deeember 18—
Feld Crops Planning meeting
(Program Projection) County
Agent's Office - Union City 1 7:JO p. m. Haywood Luck, Extension Agronomist from Jackson
will conduct the meeting. A program of meeting schools, field
days and field demonstrations
will be outlined.
Thursday. January 7—
Obion County Farmers will appear on the Farm and Home
- TV, Jackson Show
12:05 p. m. The first show will
feature "Facts about Obion
County."
CORN LOAN ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS CHANGED
Pric e-support eligibility requirements for 1959-crop corn
have been changed to increase
the maximum permitted moisture
content by one-half of 1 percent,
according to Roy Bard, Chairman, of the Fulton County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee.
This is the approximate effect
of the change in the basic method
of determining the moisture-content of corn under the new U. S.
Grain Standards, revised this
year. The revised standards became effective October 1, 1959.
To be eligible for farm-storage
loans, under the revised eligibility requirements, 1959-crop ear
corn must have a moisture-content not in excess of 21.0 percent
through Feb. 1960, 19.5 percent
during March 1960, 18 percent
during April 1960, and 16 percent during May 1960. Maximum

GREETINGS
•

.• Ars-411r;•

-AP"- -•

And, may we.odd, our sincere thanks for the
splendid patronage which you hove given us
during the year just closing. We invite your
continued consideration.

Wick Smith Insurance Agency
Main Street

1••__41r

ifirs

TINY TOGGERY
Lake Street

Mrs. George Doyle, Prop.

BUY Your Feed

WHOLESALE

When you buy your feed from The Browder Milling Company at Fulton, Kentucky you buy
direct from the manufacturer to you. We have our own feed manufacturing equipment, including dry mixers, molasses mixer, pellet mill and machine for making crumbles. All our
quality feeds are registered with the Tennessee Department of Agriculture and with the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. All feeds are guaranteed.
Save yourself money and still get top quality feed by letting Browder Milling Company fill
your feed needs.
Listed below are some of the fine feeds manufactured by The Browder Milling Company:

Browder's 40% Hog Supplement
Browder's 35% Hog Supplement
Browder's Pig & Sow Feed
Browder's 18% Pig Starter
Browder's Special 14% Hog Ration
(All these feeds in mash or pellets)

Biddie's Choice Laying Mash or Pellets
Browder's Chick Starter Mash or Crumbles
Browder's Chick Grower Mash or Pellets
Sweet 16% Dairy Feed
Big 16% Dairy Feed
Browder's Calf Grower
Also BROWDER has corn, corn chops, bran, shorts,
scratch feed, cob mix, oats, granite grit, oyster
shells, mineralized salt, plain salt, Stockade Mineral meal, flour, hog feeders and other items too
numerous to mention.

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

BROWOER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Phones 900-901-902
Fulton, Kentucky

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Pair Of Happy Gorillas
Star At Washington Zoo

MERRY t'lliRISTIWAS

, 1959

CHEER
and HEALTH
and HAPPINESS

Washington — Two playful in the Philadelphia Zoo. Bamboo
gorillas brought up on a modern likes to throw things. and his aim
scientific diet and old-fashioned with a soggy watermelon rind is
affection are star attractions at deadly. He catches his victims unthe National Zoological Park here. aware by pretending to look in
The happy apes are Moka and another direction.
Nikumba, who like nothing better than a romp around the care
with their keeper and enjoy entertaining Zoo visitors.
Moka, female, six years old; and
Nikumba, male, five and a half,
are among the select company of
gorillas in capitivity. There are.
only about two dozen in United
Plans to stimulate construction
States zoos. the National Geo- of fallout shelters in homes have
been announced by Kentucky
graphic Society says.
Civil Defense officials.
Natives of French Africa
They said the Federal Housing
The pair came to Washington Administration
and the Office of
in 1955 from their native French Civil Defense
Administration will
Equatorial Africa. Moka weighed encourage contractors
and indi20 pounds and Nikumba 17 viduals to set an
example by inpounds. Today — thanks to a corporating shelters
in new houscarefully planned diet — Moka is ing developments,
subdivisions
a sleek 130 pounds and Nikumba and model homes.
a solid 165 pounds.
F. H. A. financing will be made
Gorillas once were a rarity in
captivity because it was thought available for construction of
they could live on fruits alone, family fallout shelters, the Keneven though they languished on tucky C. D. officials said.
such a diet. They are subject to
They added that the two federal
many human ailments, especially
tuberculosis, bronchial disorders.
and •colds. With proper food and
attention, gorillas in zoos now
grow as heavy as 600 pounds and
should live as long as 40 years.
Moka and Nikumba started on a
milk formula, similar to a human
baby's, supplemented with oranges, bread. sweet potatoes, and
regular baby food custard pudding.
They now get three hearty
meals a day, consisting principally of a slab-shaped cake called
"Diet A," meat mixed with six
kinds of grain and other ingredients. Diet A is supplemented by
oranges, kale, and spoon-fed vitamins. The gorillas consider the
oily vitamins a great treat. They
smack their lips and grab for the
bottle.
Nikumba and Moka were kept
behind glass in their early years
at the Zoo to prevent infection.
The outdoor portion of their cage
now is not glassed.
Besides proper food and protection, the pair get affection and
attention from their keepers. Nikumba is a "regular boy" who always has liked to roughouse and
enjoys taking his keeper's hands
and leading him on a fast run around the cage.
Moka, however, likes to be
cuddled. The, first time the attendant went into the cage. she
screamed for 45 minutes and
would not let him out. She wanted
be held.

to Our Friends

Fallout Shelters
Are Eligible
For F. H. A. Loans

EXUM RADIO Itit TV SHOP
Walnut Street

Milton & Thomas Exum

nee

IMO

Prop.

•

_It Christmas time we realize
more than ever how much our
I.: nds— both old and new —

agencies will offer technical ad-

The Fulton News
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viceom, financing and construction of fallout shelters to indi- 11111111111/11111411111MIllatetiltilltiltiltillttatilltilitlitAtOK6111W11111111.1.111.1111111111111
viduals and top officials in the
home building trade.
Kentucky C. D. experts quoted
Federal Housing Administrator
Norman P. Mason: "There has
been a series of conferences
throughout the country during
which all F. H. A. field directors
were given preliminary briefing
on the new program to include
shelter construction as an eligible
item in the home mortgage program."
0. C. D. M. Director Leo A.
Hoegh was quoted: "In the event
of nuclear attack upon this country, fallout shelters offer the best
single non-military defense measure for the protection of the
greatest number of people. Most of
those beyond the range of nuclear
blast and heat would survive if
they had adequate protection from
fallout."
NEW YEAR'S DAY
- January 1 became generally accepted as New Year's Day in the
1500's when the Gregorian eatender was introduced, according to
World Book Encyclopedia. But the
new year still begins March 21 in
Main Street
Iran. And the Hindus have a different New Year's Day for each
of their many religious groups.
111176/11/111/1101071111610110111111.711/001.7611107‘,MIONAIVINSIOXINIMINI101.18111/4

BENNETT DRUG

:.1.4teta.
(XL I
J. W."Buster" SHUCK, COUNTY JAILER
Hickman, Ky.

EXPERIENCE AND KNOW-HOW GO HAND-IN-HAND!

have meant to us throughout

the past year, and more than ever

Perform for Audience

When a suitable crowd gathers
and the spirit moves them, Moka
will clap her hands and Nikumba
will pat his feet. Nikumba also
stands on one foot and twirls.
Like all male gorillas. Nikumba
these wishes for a Merry Christmas.
occasionally beats his chest with
his fists. Moka sally responds by
patting herself on the rust-colored
fur covering her head.
Both are well-behaved, though
Moka likes to tease the keepers
by running off with her water
pan, and Nikumba becomes upset
when he is put in a new cage or
locked out of part of the regular
Charles Walker, Owner
pen. Nikumba is unusual among
apes in that he has never thrown
a temper antrum.
atOK ilit iilltintetMtNg OK AIN illitetattit OltatMtAtMtAtMaillt MtAIillt MileAIMetNI
Neither has displayed any of
V
it the antics of Bamboo, the famous
V
a gorilla who has spent 32 years

there is a special meaning in
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Merry Christmas!

As we are nearing the end of another year I would like to take this opportunity to thank one
and all for your patronage of our mechanical and body-service departments, and to wish you a

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
We will be looking forward to serving you during the new year of 1960.
1111MINI
We are very proud of our experienced and factory-trained shop personnel, as follows — —

To you and yours, we wish
the merriest Christmas you
have ever spent, filled to
overflowing with all the

shorts,
oyster
Minerms too

e extend a sincere hope
that your holiday will
be completely happy

many good things in life.

SAM HIBBS
28 years, Buick

LONNIE VIA
-- 2 years, Chevrolet

0. L. BOWDEN
10 years, Chev., Olds
J. D. WALKER
16 years, Buick, Plymouth, Chev,

TUNNY OVERBY
Body Shop, 12 years
EDDIE JARBOE
Parts manager, 6 years
HELEN KING
. Bookkeeper, 10 years
PEGGY McCONNELL
Bookkeeper, 1 year

SPENCER CLARK.
10 years, Chrysler-Plymouth, Buick
ROBERT HEATH
30 years, general mechanical

THREE LUBRICATION AND WASH MEN

ROPER TELEVISION

I

306 Main Street

Phone 307

11111111111111111117.71/71/70110111011111111111,11117/1/61111/11
,
011/1110111111/10/0111/11111611111101111131

I now have a new popcorn stand, but the same
old cheerful greeting
year after year.

Edmond Donne

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
224-8 East Fouth Street

Fulton. Ky.

Phones 38, 39, 60

Gardner Whitlock, Service Mgr.(9 Years with Chevrolet Dealership in Fulton)
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

=RAY CHRISTMAS

&outlaw
This organisation is am to
extend its most heartfelt Christmas Greetings to the people it
serves.
May continued success and
happiness be yours in the New
Yeer.

COWELL'S GROCERY
Mayfield Highway
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29th

.
AT CHRISTMAS
and
ALWAYS!

The Christmas Season has, and always will be,
a time when men individually ma *spree dui( own

feelings

of goodwill and exchange frieadly greetings.
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Merry Christmas from the Employees and Directors of

H1CKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
TWIN CITIES RECORD SHOP
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TROFIBLESOMIL VALLEY
Troublesome Creek Valley. a
Kentucky region immortalized
In song and story, Is between the
towns of Lackey and Hindman.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 201

Dewey Johns;
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All types of Insurance

PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Phase NS
Fulton, ICY.
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Radiation Detection Equipment
To Be Used For Civil Defense

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches. Clocks and Time
Mess of All Klub Assnrattily Repaired at Low Cent

a
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BM of
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WE GREET YOU CORDIALLY AND SINCERELY,
WISHING YOU A JOYOUS HOLIDAY
OF LASTING HAPPINESS

CLARICE SHOP
Clarice Thorpe, Owner

Main Street

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

IS BUILT ON

THE NEWS welcomes expressions front its readers. Such
items must be signed but
name will be °emitted from
publication if requested.
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fact, for some time this group has
been losing out to the larger producers who have gone to automation and many related methods of
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Dear Editor:

DID SOMEBODY SAY

hriotmcto?

erry ehriottnao to civil!
Stevens Shell By-Pass Service Station
By-Pau Phone 9135
Louis Stevens, Manager
"Mechanic on duty at all Time"

SAVE MONEY
ON REPAIRS
gra~,..apaerapir

:
CD
SERVICE

S. P. MOORE

UPHOLSTRY COMPANY

East Fourth Street

Men's Apparel
Harold (Slim) Weldon
E. C Grisham
G. B. ButterA,(th

!

The Rev. Dr. Walter 0. Parr
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church
P. 0. Box 72
Morgantown, Kentucky

WINDOW
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Don't wait for little TV
troubles to grow into
big ones. Call us at the
first sign of trouble.
Depend on our expert
service.

REPAIR

CLEANING SLATE
"Cleaning the slate" on New
Year's Day once involved a lot
of elbow grease. World Book
Encyclopedia says the English
used to clean the chimneys on the
first of the year for good luck.
GREEK ARCHITECTURE

Roper Television307

306 Main Street

I want to wish a Merry Christmas to the many Kentuckians
who have written to me of their
claire to help in my work for
Korean children. I wonder how
many would help fill an ocean
freighter: to be known as the
Kentucky Friendship. with many
things for these hungry children
and their orphanages and hospitals. A person never feels so tall
as when stooping to lift a child.
This holiday season we are
buying gifts for our loved ones.
Won't you please also remember
a Korean child with at least $1?
I learned during my travels In
Korea that a battle is being
fought for the minds of these
children. They will either turn to
our Christian philosophy or to
Communism.
The Kentucky Friendship will
be dedicated to the late VicePresident Alben Barkley of Kentucky. a friend of Korean President Syngman Rhee. On the Kentucky Friendship I hope to place
SOO head of livestock, hospital
equipment. farm tools, medicine,
vitamins and many other things
to help Koreans help themselves.
Your gift will be spent most
wisely.

Phone

Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy
of your automobile!

Examples of Greek Revival
architecture in Kentucky are the
Old State Capitol, Frankfort; the
Jefferson County Courthouse
Louisville, and Morrison Hall at
Transylvania College, Lexington.

NOW .... you can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy .... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Drive-In" window — first
of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS
OF ONE-INCH LIMBER

Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street
Big selection of all kinds of Liquors
from the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Beer •• Cold Wines •

All the lumber must be cut 1 1/8" full
Also buying Gum and Oak
CROSSTIES

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
2 miles east of Martin, Tenn. on Highway 22

207 Church

Phone 35

LIQUOR

STORE

Located across the street
from the Coca-Cola plant
in Fulton

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

The Fulton News

Lions Give Money
To Mrs. Voelpel,
Youth Center
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luncheon-meeting of the Lions
Club Friday at the Park Terrace.
He introduced the Rev. David
Hilliard, Methodist minister of
South Fulton. who gave an interesting talk.

Dr. Shelton Ower. and Jerry
manager of the National
Dr. Eddie Crocker has charge Creason,
were introduced as new
as the program at the regular Store,
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Carlisle Wins
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Thursday Night
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__Mary Baker Eddy
honors for the Comets as he hit
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the hoop for 21 markers.
There can be no friendship
The money derived from t h e where there is no freedom.
Jerry Lacewell paced the losers
Christmas Seal campaign is an Friendship loves a free air, and
as he hit for 18 points.
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C_Blackwell 13, Tyler 1.
G_Wilmouth 23, Norris 8. :An. Merry Christmas to you?
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Felton City (48)
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F_Lacewell 18, Patton 8.
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CITY CAB COMPANY
Maurice Hardin, Operator

TB Association
Has Received
Encouraging Word
The Kentucky Tuberculosis Association received encouraging
word today from Howard Hunt,
Association President. Mr. Hunt
said, "The people are demonstrating that they are behind the
fight to eradicate tuberculosis
which still kills more people than
any other infectious disease."
However, the increasing cost of
control and treatment of tuberculosis, allows no tightening of
the reins as the program must
progress at full speed if TB is to
be overcome in Kentucky.
Hospitalization, medical care.
nursing, surgery when needed, and
a continuous flow of drugs to indigent patients, are a few of the
components that ran the average
treatment cost of just one case to
between $14,000 and $15,00.
Considering the 7,000 recorded
TB cases, and the annual detection of an additional 1.500 new
cases in Kentucky, the potential
reaches an alarming figure.
Physical aid in combatting this
contagious disease emanates from
such large organizations as the
Kentucky Tuberculosis Association, State Board of Health, Trudeau Society and the Kentucky
Mountain Club. Many civic-minded individuals lend untiringly of
their efforts and unite with the

TODAY
To those leaning on the sustaining infinite, today is big with
blowflies.
— Mary Baker Eddy
The Man who wastes today lastriSlag yesterday will waste torn/10w lamenting today.
_Philip M. Raskin

You can't escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it to_Abraham Lincoln
day.
It will be a shock to me when
they realise that thoughts that
were fast enough for today are not
fast enough for tomorrow.
_Christopher Morley

mime

JOYOUS
GREETINGS
at Christmas
May the hallowed peace of Christmas
and the blessings of the season
be

with you always.

K. HONIIA
Phone 152

312 Lake

express our appreciation of our
relationship at least once a year
because the sense of gratitude
is certainly with us the year

'round. May the season bring
you happiness and satisfaction.

A
JOYOUS
YULE

Lewis Biszle. Manager - Cynthia Oliver - Lola
Dallas - Don French - Billy Babb - William
Wade - Herbie Cathey - Hazel Waters
Barbara Peeples - Judy Harrison
Janice Sue Fields

FULTON THEATRE
Main Street
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the Path to Peace

members.
Christmas presents were presented to Mrs. Martha Logan. club
pianist, and Mrs. Fannie Williams,
who serves the club etch week.
The next meeting will be held
on January 8.
The club voted to give Mrs.
Walter Voepel $25 to use as she
the
sees fit, and to give $25 to
Youth Center to go toward buying a heater for the place.
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PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT AND MOTEL
Margaret Jones * Pearl Rushton • Mary Kate Pewitt
• Sonny and Vada Puckett • Stanley and
Willi ams • Herbert Morris • George and Leila Batts
• Sandra Hale • Lucille Clegg • Fannie
Williams '• Troy Gunn • Ellis "Jitter" Jackson
• Lynn Newton • Rice Ware • Carrie
Dorothy Lightner • Beatrice Hayes • Essie Bransford
• Robert Kerney
•_Minnie Osborne
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Council Explorer
Cabinet Meeting
Held In Mayfield
Explorer Scouts and leaders
gathered at the First Methodist
Church in Mayfield, Kentucky.
last Tuesday evening for the pur-

pose of organizing a Council Explorer Cabinet. The following Explorer officers w er e elected:
Council Explorer Cabinet Chairman, Grover Schleifer, Post 52
in Union City, Tenn.; Council Explorer Cabinet Vice-Chairman,
Bobby Joe Tibbs, Post 30 in Mayfield, Ky.; Council Explorer Cabinet Secretary, Morse Hamilton,

Post 52 in, Union City. Tenn.; and
With unanimous agreement of
Council (Adult) Explorer Chair- all Explorer Scouts present. a
man, Charles H. King of Mayfteld. council Explorer Ball
was set for
Ky.
Saturday, February 27. Grover
These young men share in the Schleifer appointed the following
responsibility of giving leadership Explorers and consultants to serve
to the Boy Scout Explorer activi- on the Explorer Ball Committee:
ties of the Four Rivers Council for Chairman. Jack Stone, Post
30,
1960. Mr. Charles King will serve Mayfield; Committee, Jerry Grim..
as their consultant.
mitt, Post 35, Clinton; Paul

Thompson, Post 6, Paducah; Adult
Explorer Ball consultants, Dr. 0.
C. Barber, Clinton. Ky.; Frank
Treece. Paducah, Ky.; Royce Wilson, Mayfield, Ky.
The next Council Explorer Cabinet meeting will be held on
March 14, 1960, at the Steak Howie
in Mayfield, Kentucky.

FOR ALL THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU'VE DONE
FOR US THIS YEAR...FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT,
WE SAY'THANK YOU' FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS

Mary NeUe Wright is the "My
Fair lady" of WFUL and deft
Programming and directs women's
affairs for broadcasting.

Not Everyone Celebrates Beginning
Of The New Year On January First
Not everyone celebrates the be- I uary 1. But people in all parts of
ginning of the New Year on Jan- the world have special customs to
insure that the New Year will get
off o a good start. ,
Church services and frantic
parties, for example, are typical
ways of celebrating in the U. S.
In many European counries,
gifts are exchanged on New Year's
Day. The custom originated with
the Romans. according to World
Book Encyclopedia. Back in 747
B. C., reportedly, they presented
the king of the Sabines with
branches of bay and palm trees
•
consecrated to Strenia, the goddess of strength. The "strenae,"
or gifts. became more elaborate, in
expectation of royal favor, and
the emperors came to regard them
as deserved tribute.
Augustus Caesar is said to have
passed the word along that he had
had a vision in which he saw
himself receiving gifts from the
Senate and the people on January 1.
Claudius finally stopped the influence-peddling by limiting the
cost of gifts.
Henry III introduced the cgstom into England in the 1200's,
and Elizabeth I collected enough
loot to replenish her wardrobe for
a year. The custom went out with
Oliver Cromwell.
In Scotland, bad luck is in store
for a family if the first person to
set foot in the house on New
Year's Day is a woman - or a
gravedigger - or a person who
walks with his toes turned in - or
a man with red or blonde hair.
To minimize the risk, the Scots
appoint a tall, dark man as the
"first-footer." On New Year's
Day he enters each house in silence, places a bundle of fagots on
the fire, then wishes the family
good luck.
Even the poorest Chinese buy
new shoes for the holiday, because
it is bad luck to step down on the
ground into old shoes on New
Year's Day. And the Portuguese
ignore their debts, because the
man who pays a bill on this day
will pay out money all year.
The Brazilians open the New
Year by expressing the hope of all
men - they designate January I
as the Day of Universal Brotherhood.

Kenneth Stanley is a no th er
versatile member of WFUL'S
staff. Kenneth conducts t h e
"Hymns of the heart" and is office helper.

There is a time in every man's
education when he arrives at the
conviction that envy is ignorance.
_Ralph Waldo Emersonf
If you wish to travel far and
fast, travel lit. Take off all your
envies, jea' osies, unforgiveness,
selfishness and fears.
_Glenn Clark
Envy always implies conscious
inferiority whtrever it resides.
Pliny
To envy's own hell, justice consigns the lie which, to advance itself. breaks God's command- ments.
_Mary Baker Eddy
If we did but know how little
some enjoy of the great things that
they possess, there would not be
much envy in the world.
_Edward Young
The most common disguise of
envy is in the praise of what is
subordinate.
_Washington Allston

Brother J.
Ix director of
programming
WFUL every
p. m.

Wesley Richardson
our religious ma/Jr
and takes over at
Sunday until 2:10

And this Is Jo Weideheling•
station manager, who says
"thanks" for your generous help
and your confidence In us.

Kenneth Turner. Jr. Is the Part
time announcer at WFUL and
knows music from every phase
of its enjoyment. Helps his dad on
sports. too!

Outdo Jewell got into radio last
Year and digs up all those local
news items both for the Fulton
News and Station WFUL.

J. 0. Lewis needs no introduction to WFUL listeners or to anybody. As commercial manager of
the station he is wise counselor
and advisor.

THOltOUGHIBRED8

FAMOUS PAINTING

Some of the thoroughbred racers
that have worn the devil-red
colors of Calumet Farm are buried
in the horse cemetery on that farm
near Lexington. Six Calumet
bores have won the Kentucky
Derby. the last one in 1957.

"Simon Kenton's Ride," a large
painting by William Walcutt, is
one of the favorite exhibits of the
Kentucky Historical Society at the
Old State House, Frankfort. The
artist painted the Kentucky pioneer lashed to a wild horse by Indians.
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while laboring here and is loved
by all those privileged to know
him. We wish for him continued
•McCONNELL NEWS success in all of his future enMrs. L. T. Caldwell • deavors.
There will be the annual
WIT 1011.1101 wale
Christmas tree and program at the
(Lest Week)
111,1110:11111HILAIA1111
Baptist Church on Wednesday
Whoa ease sehisie seem
C
like se eassits% speme et
Brother Hoyt Barnett of Hick- night, December 23rd.
.0
areesteal esillma reneved
Miss Peggy Wilhaucks became
man. Kentucky, will end three
. ..-'
the bride of Bobble McConnell of
)"11.11F1P111011
. years of ministry with the local
ii
. Mee dumb
Troy in a beautiful wedding cereChurch of Christ on Sunday, De- mony performed at the McCon.
d
all=se
=1"11.1t-m
cember 27th. It is with much re- nell Baptist Church on Saturday,
r u
.
lailGt.c
gret that he is leaving our midst. December 12th. We wish for
He has done a wonderful job them many long years of happinCITY MOO CONSIVIXT
.ess together.
Mr. L. T. Caldwell and sister,
It
Mrs. Bertis Levister of Martin, returned from Jackson, Michigan
•
.. A
last Monday. They visited their
7,...t
sister there. Mrs. Della Smith.
who recently underwent surgery.
Mr. R. H. Moss. Sr. is visiting
-bistm
Chi
her son, R. H. Moss, Jr. and family.
Mr. Dwight Drumm and dauyour
for
thanks
sincere
our
express
We want to
ghter, Debbie, of Martin spent
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. L.
T. Caldwell and family.
during
cooperation
and
magnificent efforts
Mr. David and Larry Parrish
spent Sunday with their grandmoVT
ther, Mrs. Mary Cook and Owen
the past year. Our best wishes to
Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce'Meacham
and daughter. Arline, visited Mrs.
you and your dear ones for a Joyous Christmas!
-*
L. T. Caldwell and family Satur_..
day night.
We extend our deepest sympathy to the Rufus Kimberlin and
Nt
Karl Kimberlin families in the
passing of their mother, Mrs. Ben
it
*
7
111
Id
Kimberlin.
ikr
Mrs. Ave Levister from Martin
spent last Wednesday with her
sister, Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr.
John & James Adams
Mrs. Joe Brockwell spent MonPaThal Street
day in Martin shopping.
The many friends of Billie Meacham might be interested in send_
ing him a Christmas greeting
•
•
while he is away from home in
.•
•
:
service. His mailing address is:
•..,
.
A/3C William E. Meacham, AFS
0iil
I
15606833. Hq. Sq. 380th Bomb.
'ilit
Wing, Box 503, Plattsburg Air
*cab
f
0 ,
I
Force Base, New York.
,.0
0
• -.41
#
I '
• er-•\
fts',....•
:01.
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HELEN & BILL'S GROCERY
Cayce, Kentucky
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Memphis. Tenn. (FHTNC) Coy E. Matheny, airman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert C. Matheny of 204 Thedc
1
ford St., Fulton. Ky., graduated
r•••
Dec. 7, from the Aviation Familiarization School' at the Naval Air
Technical Training Center,"Memphis, Tenn.
This two-week course prepares
students for further training in
one of the nany aviation technical schools.
GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICED WINES
aircraft
Instruction included
familiarization desi gnation s,
types and missions, math, physics
and COLD BEER TO GO
and blueprint reading.
FORT HOOD. TEX.(AUTHNC)
-Army Pvt. Robert E. Major, 18,
K. P. DALTON, JR.
K. P. DALTON, SR.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
Major, Route 4, Hickman. Ky.. is
receiving eight weeks of advanced 1101103101
07670010001001101000.001110707671170,0170707V 70PS;ICesssss1111/100
01111611070161#11011111111101101011,
individual training with the 2d
Armored Division at Fort Hood,
Tex. The training is scheduled to
be completed Dec. 18.
Major entered the Army last
August.
He attended Fulton County
High School.
FORT McCLELLAN ALA. (AHTNC-Recruit Martha S. Clark,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Clark, 703 Tennessee St.. Fulton,
Ky., completed the typing and
clerical procedures course at The
Women's Army Corps School,
Fort McClellan. Ala., Dec. 3.
Recruit Clark entered the Women's Army Corps last July and received basic training at Fort McClellan.
A 1956 graduate of Dunbar High
School, Mayfield. Recruit Clark
attended Kentucky State College.

I

7 •;;.',.,,

A host of good wishes

s-

Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the
Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY

Boys In The

.,,

r

Liquor
Store

4

4)

The billion-dollar gaseous diffusion plant erected by the Atomic Energy Commission about
six years ago is Just off U. 8.
62. 15 miles from Paducah.

RU'

ADAMS BROTHERS BODY SHOP

gY
1 qk
cVIgkS

PADUCAH PLANT

Convenient Location
Plenty of F-11-EE Parking
Your Are Always Welcome
Your Business Appreciated

gaN%lig ..• ,. ,.„
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crate Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston at Maysville is open as a
shrine.
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FIRST CAPITOL
Kentucky's first permanent capitol, a large 6 by 54 foot building
of rough marble with a cupola
rising from the center of a square
roof. was occupied in 1794, It was
built in 1793 and destroyed by
fire in 1813. ,
HOME OF GEHERAL
The home of famous Corded-

Ask For These Outstanding

Hiram Walker Products

"ELEGANT IN TASTE - UNCOMMONLY GOOD"

.-• 1)s

FOX 1111ORN AT PARIS
Jon fox Jr., author of "The
Trail et- the Lonesome Pine,"
"The Lite Shepherd of Kingdom
Come," and other novels, was born
in 1863 near Paris,

On Every Fars

©IIr

giNIA WALNEA1

At this time of the
year, we can give expression to the gratiih
tude we feel for having you as our friends,
and to assure you, in
-4111,.•
turn, of our friendship• ...;;
•:.•.0.• '2.4:••.,..
In this spirit, we want
. •136
..._.,,
-•6'•-•to wish you a Happy
Christmas.
!•
:z. lik I
t•
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TEN HIGH
1114•0147 wow
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is Torsi
$179.50*
or low as
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CITY COAL CO.
Mulberry St.

Fells trees up to 3 feet In diameter. Cuts 18 trees in 18
seconds. Only 18t pounds.
Famous Homellte quality.
Slave a rill DIMow5r1A1101111
*FOB rocky,
fiissboaddids

Barnette Tractor Co.
27 E. 4th

Phone 169

Hiram Walkers ,
TEN HIGH
4 Years Old: 90 proof

"Knowledgeable people
buy Imperial." 30%
straight Whiskies, 6 years
or more old; 70% grain
neutral spirits

WALKER'S DV UXE
Not four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS OLD.
Straight Bourbon Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8 Proof

CANADIAN CLUB
the "Best in the
House" in 87 Lands! Six
years old, 90.4 Proof
Fifth

$6.25

iPint

$3.95

Fifth

$4.00

Fifth

3 93

Fifth

Pint

$2.50

Pint

$2.45

Pint

40
5..4
$3

4 Pint
1
/

$1.70

4 Pint
1
/

. $1.30

ifs Pint

HIRAM

$1.25

44 Pint

$2.00

WALKER, INC.: WALKERVILLE - P3ORIA
-411s

r
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Student Teachers Gain Experience
Through Duties At Fulton High

Hicks-Woodson
Wedding Announced

Christmas Issu91959
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Miss Mary Rita Hicks and Bennie Woodson exchanged wedding
vows in Fulton Saturday, Decemit
se
becau
teach
to
ber 5.
plans
He
ers
There are two student teach
to present a very interestThe bride is the granddaughter
ha our high school this semester. seems
vocation and gives proof of of Mr. and Mrs. Hester Arant of
They are Carl Dasenbrock-indus- ing
accomplishment.
McConnell, Tenn. but formerly of
trial arts, and Burton Nichol- ones
this section. She was reared in the
brock
Mr.
Dasen
commerce.
Mr. Nichol and
y. Arent home.
Mr. Dasenbrock was born in share an apartrnent in Murra
ng,
Bennie, a former student at FulTeutopolis, Illinois. He went to Mr. Dasenbrock does the cooki
dishthe
does
l
High, is the son of Mr. and
e
Nicho
gham
activ
Mr.
was
and
and
there
high school
ing.
Mrs. Sam L. Woodson, who recin sports. He attended Eastern washing and house clean
ently moved from here to Fulton.
University in Illinois for two and
Both are students of South Fula half years, and has been going
ton High.
to Murray State College two
years, planning to graduate in
June. He is on the tennis team
and spends his spare time huntTilman B. Brundige of Dresden
ing and fishing.
among some 200 persons who
was
hour2nd
His daily schedule is:
ded the Florida convention of
atten
g,
observing advanced woodworkin
-wide investment firm of
world
the
3rd hour-teaching beginning shop,
B. C. Morton & Company of Bosand 4th hour-study hall.
Fulton County students will
ton. The convention was held at
He goes back to classes at Mura 10-day Chrismas vacation
have
tly.
recen
Miami Beach
ray each afternoon.
Dec. 19.
ning
begin
Mr. Brundige is manager of the
He said that student teaching
Classes will resume Dec. 29, 30
.
en
office
for
Dresd
ny's
rience
compa
has been a good e:.:pe
and 31, but once again school will
him. He plans to take a permanbe out the first day of 1960.
YEAR
NEW
Y
HAPP
ent teaching jab in industrial arts
when he finishes college because
he is interested in the field and
likes to be around young people.
Mr. Nichol was born in Sandusky, Michigan. After graduating from high school there, he
spent twenty-one months in the
Army. This is his fourth, year to
attend Murray State College, and
he will graduate at mid-term this
year.
He - attends classes at Murray
ih the morning and starts his
schedule her.? 4th hour by observing the typing class that period.
He has study hall 5th hour and
teaches the 6th hour typing class.

Johaall •

;us di/the Ai about
f U. S.

n.

Dresden Man
At Fla. Meeting

ROY and LUCILLE MAURER
14819 Tacoma
Detroit 5, Michigan

Christmas brings us thoughts of
friends, good times, and all that's

Students To
Have 10 Day
Yule Vacation

May this 1 itletitiolle oho ol
resounding joy ,tithi good 4...hew
for you am/ all those
dear to tiou

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO

Red Motley To
Be Speaker At
Press Meeting

Charles Reams, Smith Atkins

brightest and best of lifc and the
highest happiness.
It makes us think of those we
serve, or know, or wish to know
It svengthens an the bonds ot
feeling and friendship, one to
another.

J. W. ROBERTSON
Gulf Service Station
Eddings Street

We're hoping you'll have a most
glorious Christmas.

RED MOTLEY
Parade
Red Motley, president of
one of
be
will
Inc.,
Publications.
at the
several featured speakers
ntion of
annal mid -winter conve
Association
the Kentucky Press
ille.
Louisv
in
Hotel
n
at the Brow
aperDaily and weekly newsp
state
men from all parts of She
ng Jan.
will attend the press meeti
at the
28-30th. Motley will speak
-meet
eon
lunch
29th
Friday. Jan.
ation.
ing of the press associ
Motley
In recent years, Red
a saleshas become recognized'as
1954,
man's salesman. In fact, in
ica's
"Amer
of
one
d
name
he was
well
Twelve Master Salesmen," as
Hall of
as being elected to the
Fame in Distribution.
who was born Arthur Harapolis,
rison Motley, in Minne
age
Minn.. learned at an early
betthat even if you do 'build a
to
ter mousetrap," you still have
After
let people know about it.
ess
various ventures in the busin
19world, he became publisher in
color
46 of Parade Magazine, a
by
gravure supplement distributed
apers.
a number of Sunday newsp
When Red took over, the newsing
paper supplement was reach
rs.
only about two million reade
Today, it goes into more than nine
million homes. Its advertising revadenues have risen accordingly.
than
less
ly
slight
from
ng
vanci
two million dollars in 1946 to approximately 25 million in 1958.
Designation of the Kentuckians
of the Year for 1959 will be another feature of the Kentucky
Press Association meeting.

l
The Fulton County High Schoo
y
Band won a second place troph
le
during Martin's Christmas partic
Saturday afternoon. The bands
and
were judged on neatness
musicianship,
Other bands participating were
Martin, Milan. Fulton, Clinton and
the Martin Junior Band.
FIRST SETTLEMENT
The first white settlement in
the Shelbyville area was at
Painted Stone. There. in 1779,
Squire Boone, brother of Daniel,
built a fort that for more than a
year was the only refuge on the
road between Harrodsburg and
Louisville.

Maybe it's a bit old-fashioned — this idea of
s a Merry
wishing folk
,
Christmas but we've been
doing it every year for a
long time and we -like it!
We hope We can continue
for many more years, this
wonderful practice of
wishing our friends all the
good thingqhey-so richly
deserve;

City National Bank
E SINCE 1897

A TRADITION OF COMMUNITY SERVIC
Member Federal Reserve System

Member F. D. L C.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
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SMITH'S ROAD

TS A BOY!

In 1783 the road from Limestone (Maysville) to Lexington
was called Smith's Road because
a man of that name first drove a
wheeled vehicle over it.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Taylor.
Lynnville, Ky., are the proud parents of a six pound, three ounce
son born at 6:45,$. m., December
18, 1959 at Hillview HospitaL

FOUR MEMBERS OF THE 1959-911 BULLDOGS: (L. to R.)
Burnette, "Sleep" Bennett Merrell Davis. rind Roy Morrow.

Grove High of Paris divided a
basketball doubleheader wit h
South Fulton Friday night at
Paris. The Blue Devil quintet
edged South Fulton 69-68, after
South Fulton girls rolled to a 3224 triumph.
Ronnie Chesemore of Grove
boys meshed 24 points while Sam
Miller of the losers found the
range for 30.
The Blue Devils overcame a 4332 halftime deficit to top the
highly-rated visitors.
Jane Peeples led South Fulton
Bill
girls with 12 and Catha Howard
of Grove scored 17.

Bulldog Squad Boasts Seventeen;
Morrow Only Returning Veteran
Basketball season opened December 1 with a game at Wingo.
The Bulldogs had little practice
after their tremendous victory
over Mayfield. Most of the schools
that Fulton plays don't have a
football team, and therefore are
able to practice the year around.

nett. 5' 8" guard; Jerry Lacewell,
6' 1" forward, and Herbert Patton, 6' 2" center.
The boys making up the B team
this year are Ronny Winston, 5'
7" guard; Carl Hurst, 5' 10" forward; Kenneth Bradley. 5' 7"
guard; Ladd Stokes, 5' 8" forward;
and Hal Warren. 5' 8" guard.
Others are Kenneth Allen, Don
Burnette, Leroy Wilboure, Jimmy
Cheatham, Jimmy Williams, and
Johnny Covington.

The Bulldogs have only one returning regular from last year's
squad. He is senior Roy Morrow,
6' 1" guard. The other members
are up from last year's B team to
I am not afraid
tomorrow. for
take over starting roles. They are: I have seen yesterday and I love
Bill Burnette, 6' 2" forward; Mer- today.
rell Davis, 6' 2" center, Joe Ben_William Allen White

of

TO EACH OF YOU

TO WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS OF A

HAPPY
HOLIDAY
SEASON
'I

AND EVERY HAPPINESS IN THE
NEW YEAR

Vi

...everywhere...
To everybody.
we wish you a most pleasant

Fulton Wholesale Florist

Christmas season.

VARDEN-GOULDER MOTOR CO. 1

101111/01/01670S•1071,7101011111107/71PIMMIS1117/70111111111111111.

Mayfield Highway
We extend to you our
1011190711.

nitimi71110101111J

with every good wish

Girls
South Fulton (32
F-Peeples 12, Vincent 3, Parr 1,
G-Outland, Gunter, Usrey.
Paris (24)
F-Howard 17, C. Moody 5, Porter 1.
G-Clark, Weaver, Grabiel.
Substitutes. South Fulton-Cruse
16, Greene. Paris-Linn 1, Hurt,
Perry, Norton. Momar, G. Moody.
Score at Half-South Fulton 21.
Paris 14.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

.L APPRECIATE THE FRIENDSHIPS AND CON.
TACTS OF THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS WITH
MORE PLEASURE THAN WE CAN EXPRESS
MAY. WE WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS THAT
CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR CAN BRING

JOYOUS
El WE

Cad

RUTH JOHNSON
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Hickman, Ky.

F-Robinson 9, Chesemore 24.
C-Veazey 14.
G-Mustain 16. Berry 6.
South Fulton (118)
F-Hughes 16, Parchman 14.
C-Miller 30.
G-Hauks 6, Reed.
Substitutes: Paris- Hart, South
Fulton-Lowe 2, Dowdy.
Score at Half-South Fulton 43,
Paris 32.
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Two Murray youths. arrested
Sunday in connection with the
hit-and-run death of Robert Earl
Nance of Fulton at Mayfield Dec.
12, waived examining tria Is
Thursday and were released under
$4,000 bond each.
Philip L. Collie. 20, is charged
with voluntary manslaughter and
leaving the scene of an accident.
George C. Cain, also 20. is charged
with being an accessory before the
fact of manslaughter and leaving
the scene of an accident.
Mr. Nance was found along side
Highway 121 on Saturday morning of last week after being struck
by an automobile.
Parts of the hit-and-run vehicle were found on the highway.
These parts matched a damaged
vehicle found in the garage of
Leon Collie at Murray Sunday.
Collie told state police his son.
Phillip Collie, had driven the auto
Friday night.
Collie and Cain will await action of the March Grand Jury.

IMO
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Arlington Man
Dies Of Accidental
Gunshot Wound
Charles Yancy. about 50, West
Arlington. died early Friday in a
Memphis hospital of an accidental
gunshot wound suffered at his
home on December 9.
Yancy was carrying a 22-calibre
rifle in his truck and the gun was
accidentally discharged as he a1-ig1tSId from the true in the
driveway at his home.
Mrs. Yancy who was following
her husband's truck in her car
saw him slump to the ground. He
was unconscious when she reached him.

BARTON'S
Mayfield, Ky.

Secl6or,

,,att
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
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For Men and Boys
Mayfield
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Boys
Paris (69)
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South 6th St.
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for your complete happiness in the days to come.

WOOD AND pRun"r TV
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KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
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WEAVERS PATTERNS

GENERAL WALLACE

Reb Prisoner's Autograph
Book Is At The U-T Library

KERRY CIIIIIST1M45

WHITNEL

BRUNO

Funeral Home

ft

Christmas
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Many of the designs now used
During the War between the
States, Whin Confederate forces by Churchill Weavers at Berea
were threatening to invade the follow patterns traditional among
North, Oen. Lew Wallace — the early Kentucky mountaineers.
Autographs of some 150 im- H. Moore, Co. H, 14th "Tennes- author of "Ben Hur" and comprisoned "Johnny Reba." col- see Regiment," Clarksville. Both mander of Union forces defending
Complete Line
led 15,000 men
lected by a Sonthern captain dur- were captured at Gettysburg. Cincirmatti —
ing Ma two years in a Northern Other Tennesseans signing the across the Ohio River on a bridge Hearing Aid Batteries
prison camp, are now in the Uni- book were Lt. R. B. Roberts, Co. of coal barges into Kentucky and
series of defensive
Par all makes of hearing aids!
versity of Tennessee Special Col- 35th. General Regiment. Alta- Erected a
mont — captured at Ooltevrah; earthworks.
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart"It COSTS NO MORE lections Library.
ment at your first opportunity.
The nearly 100-year-old auto- and Brig. Gen. G. M. Gordon, C.
SUPPLIED SOLDIERS
TO HAVE THE BEST" graph book, which contains the L. A., Nashville.
CITY DRUG CO.
Kentucky supplied more than
names of several Tennesseans,
The Southern prisoners were 75.000 soldiers to the nation durPhone 70
NM Lake Street
Universifor
available
made
was
in
We Have Funeral Services
returned south of the Mason- ing World War I.
MacInH.
Walter
Dr.
by
use
ty
Price Ranges to Fit Your
Dixon Line on the first boat to
tire, retired soil chemist of the "break the ice on Lake Erie" in
Financial Circumstances.
t
Experimen
Agricultural
You Will Not Find Prices More U-T
March, 1865. the book noted. It
Station, a descendent of the Reb- is recorded in the book that
Reasonable Anywhere in
captain.
el
Area.
this
young Captain hIcIntire attended
The young name-collector was to "first things first," and went
who
Complete Assortment
McIntire,
M.
Robert
Capt.
Immediately to "Pittsboro — to
Cadillac Ambulance Service
furnish 1 the "saddles, sabres, see Miss Mamie Wright."
Oxygen Equipped
and 12 horses" to form Co.
The historical autograph book
4th Reg. of Gordon's Bridage at
Wilmington. N. C.. in 1862. Taken is avatlable at the University as a
PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
"When You Call Us
To Serve You" a Yankee prisoner at South result of the current Library Dewas
he
1863,
in
Va.,
Mountain,
velopment Drive, sponsored by
confined at Johnson's Island. the U-T Devqlopment Council.
the
Lake Erie, until the close of
The Council is soliciting either
1 I
Fulton
Lake Street
Civil War in 1866.
books or cash gifts with which to
Most of McIntire's fellow-pris- purchase books.
406 EDDINGS
oners at Johnson's Island recorded being captured at the Battle of
Gettysburg, at which the captain
also fought. Along with the place
and date of their.capture, the
soldiers also listed their rank.
regiment, and Southern address.
Some 10 Tennessee Confederate
soldiers put their signatures in
the book. Among them were
Capt. W. L. Moore and Lt. John

A Merry Christmas to youl
May this Season radiate its
warmth into the wry corners
of your heart Ind home. In
this wish, we join your many
friends in wishing your
health, happiness and pros-
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White Testaments

100,800 Acres
Sprayed In
Mosquito Control

The State Department of Agriculture's mosquito control program applied chemical treatment
to 100,800 acres of swampland in
13 western Kentucky counties
during the 1959 season.
This treatment was applied by
airplane. Some ground spraying
a i r sprayers
by compressed
mounted on tank trucks was also
•
performed.
Infested areas in the following
- only
counties received treatment during the April to October sprayCarelois FAIL aseary
season: Hopkins, Webster,
ing
• dtroct drov•
Muhlenberg, Marshall, Hender• outs 16' trot's In 16 s•condS
• Ions trio*$ up to 1 intt
son, Fulton. Livingston, CrittenIn diameter
den. Lyon, McCracken. Ballard,
. *gosh% only 19 pounds
and Ohio.
(I•ss bar and cha,n)
•
The aerial spray was applied at
the rate of three quarts per acre.
IfIPPIK FIRST Of QUALITY
The materials used in the spray
FOIST Of 1101KLII
mixture were a combination of
four pfrts of No. 2 fuel oil and one
part of 25 percent DDT concentrate. Treatments were applied
during both the larve and swarmPhone 169 ing season.
297 E. 4th
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CITY DRUG COMPANY

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
NEW
HOMELITE
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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Not from the

standpoint of
you this messsend
we
do
only
custom
with genubut
age of Christmas cheer,
ine appreciation of our pleasant asscciations in the past. We extend to you
our best wishes, and may happiness
and prosperity be yours through all the
year.

FULTON HARDWARE
Lake Street

Frank Beadles. Prop.

The Hornbeak Funeral Rome
offers

May the flame of happiness

burn brightly in your home
this Christmas

Superior funeral services of reverent dignity and
beauty ...Priced to meet the wishes of the families
we serve. Air-conditioned ambulances, trained attendants and registered nurse. Spacious. air-conditioned chapel and 1959 CHRYSLER family car.

For These Services Phone No.7
HORNBEAR FUNERAL BONE
James Needham

Co-Owners

11111LENE OAS CO.
OF FULTON

Frank LeMaster

•
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The Fulton News
SMITIES ROAD

178 A BOY!

In 1783 the road from Limestone (Maysville) to Lexington
was called Smith's Road because
a man of that name first drove a
wheeled vehicle over it.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Taylor,
Lynnville. Ky., are the proud parents of a six pound, three ounce
son born at 6:45 p. in., December
18, 1959 at Hillview HospitaL

From The FHS "Kennel"—
Basketball season opened December 1 with a game at Wingo.
The Bulldogs had little practice
after their tremendous victory
over Mayfield. Most of the schools
that Fulton plays don't have a
football team, and therefore are
able to practice the year around.

The Bulldogs have only one returning regular from last year's
squad. He is senior Roy Morrow,
6' 1" guard. The other members
are up from last year's B team to
tomorrow. for
I am not afraid
take over starting roles. They are: I have seen yesterday and I love
Bill Burnette, 6' 2" forward; Mer- today.
rell Davis, 6' 2" center, Joe Ben__William Allen White

of

•
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TO EACH OF YOU

I
a
TO WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS OF A

HAPPY
HOLIDAY
SEASON
;111PI\J-

AND EVERY HAPPINESS IN THE
NEW YEAR

To everybody...everywhere...
we wish you a most pleasant

I

Fulton Wholesale Florist
Union City Highway

VARDEN-GOULDER MOTOR CO.
Mayfield Highway
We extend to you our
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RUTH JOHNSON

F-Peeples 12, Vincent 3, Parr 1,
G-Outland, Gunter, Usrey.
Paris (24)
F-Howard 17, C. Moody 5, Porter 1.
G-Clark. Weaver. Grabiel.
Substitutes- South Fulton-Cruse
16, Greene. Paris-Linn 1, Hurt,
Perry, Norton. Mornar, G. Moody.
Score at Half-South Fulton 21,
Paris 14.

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Hickman. Ky.

F-Robinson 9. Chesemore 24.
C-Veazey 14.
G-Mustain 16. Berry 6.
South Fallon (6/1)
F-Hughes 16, Parehman 14.
C-Miller 30.
G-Hauks 6, Reed.
Substitutes: Paris- Hart. South
Fulton-Lowe 2. Dowdy._
Score at Half-South -Fulton 43,
Paris 32.
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ELMER MURCHISON

TAX COMMISSIONER
Two Murray youths. arrested
Sunday in connection with the
Hickman. Ky.
hit-and-run death of Robert Earl
Nance of Fulton at Mayfield Dec.
12, waived examining t ria Is
Thursday and were released under
roltilliiillitantillninninntlitilliatintillananalnelniltinini etintilgeteltilla
24.000 bond each.
Philip L. Collie. 20, is charged
a
with voluntary manslaughter and i
I
II
leaving the scene of an accident.
A
George C. Cain, also 20, is charged i
II
with being an accessory before the I
fact of manslaughter and leaving
1
the scene of an accident.
I
Mr. Nance was found along side 1
II
Highway 121 on Saturday morning of last week alter being struck IIriS11aSI
by an automobile.
1
1
Parts of the hit-and-run vehicle were found on the highway.
These parts matched a damaged
vehicle found in the garage of I
Leon Collie at Murray Sunday.
Collie told state police his son,
Phillip Colhe, had driven the auto
Friday night.
Collie and Cain will await action of the March Grand Jury.
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Dies Of Accidental
1
e4i ezztuf Anz
•. 1a
Gunshot
Wound
I
a
sair."
Charles Yancy. about 50, West
II
Arlington. died early Friday in a i
Memphis hospital of an accidental
gunshot wound suffered at his 1
..
........
i
home on December 9.
Yancy was carrying a 22-calibre
a
rifle in his truck and the gun was I
accidentally discharged as he a- a

BARTON'S

Ilifhtlitd from the trudk in the
driveway at his home.
Mrs. Yancy who was following
her husband's truck in her car
saw him slump to the ground. He
was unconscious whet she reached him.

Mayfield, Ky.
SOW 714/0111§ran1791.7/1110
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resnembering ... and with it comes oar
sincere thanks for

Main Street

For Men and Boys
South 6th St.

Mayfield
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KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
East State Line
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Ours is a regular old-time Christmas greeting
the kind we hope you enjoy

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
WOOD AND PRUITT TV
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for your complete happiness in the days to come.
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Glria
South Fulton (32

nett. 5' 8" guard; Jerry Lacewell,
6' 1" forward, and Herbert Patton, 6' 2" center.
The boys making up the B team
this year are Ronny Winston, 5'
7" guard; Carl Hurst. 5' 10" forward: Kenneth Bradley. 5' 7"
guard; Ladd Stokes, 5' 8" forward;
and Hal Warren. 5' 8" guard.
Others are Kenneth Allen, Don
Burnette, Leroy Wilboure, Jimmy
Cheatham, Jimmy Williams, and
Johnny Covington.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

APFRLCIATE THE FRIENDSHIPS AND CON.
TACTS OF THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS WITH
MORE PLEASURE THAN WE CAN EXPRESS
MAY WE WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS THAT
CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR CAN BRING

Grove High of Paris divided a
basketball doubleheader wit h
South Fulton Friday night at
Paris. The Blue Devil quintet
edged South Fulton 69-68. after
South Fulton girls rolled to a 3224 triumph.
Ronnie Chesemore of Grove
boys meshed 24 points while Sam
hil.ler of the losers found the
range for 30.
The Blue Devils overcame a 4332 halftime deficit to top the
highly-rated visitors.
Jane Peeples led South Fulton
FOUR MEMBERS OF THE 1959-14 BULLDOGS: (L. to R.) Bill
girls with 12 and Catha Howard
Burnette, "Sleep" Bennett. Merrell Davis. and Roy Morrow.
of Grove scored 17.

Bulldog Squad Boasts Seventeen;
Morrow Only Returning Veteran

Christmas season.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

South Fulion
Splits Pair
With Paris, Tenn.

Paul ?Janney, Dealer
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KERRY CHRISTMAS

A Merry Christmas to youl
May this Season radiate its
warmth into the very corners
of your heart Ind home. In
this wish, we join your many
friends in wishing your
health, happiness and prospei

White Testaments

Park Avenue

100,800 Acres
Sprayed In
Mosquito Control

The State Department of Agriculture's mosquito control program applied chemical treatment
to 100,800 acres of swampland in
12 western Kentucky counties
during the 1959 season.
This treatment was applied by
airplane. Some ground spraying
by compressed a i r sprayers
mounted on tank trucks was also
performed.
Infested areas in the following
only $15350
counties received treatment during the April to October sprayComeive VISA fasesty
season: Hopkins, Webster,
ing
• direct drove
Muhlenberg, Marshall, Hender• outs IV trots In 16 soconds
son, Fulton. Livingston, Critten• twos trims up to 3 feet
In dutroeter
den. Lyon, McCracken, Ballard,
19
pounds
only
• Woken'
and Ohio.
(less bar and Olson/
The aerial spray was applied at
the rate of three quarts per acre.
11111111( FIRST OF QUALITY
The materials ust41 in the spray
...IRMA FIRST 01
mixture were a combination of
four parts of No. 2 fuel oil and one
part of 25 percent DDT concentrate. Treatments were applied
during both the larve and swarmPhone 189 ing season.
207 E. 4th

Barnette Tractor Co.
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do we send you this mess:
only
custom
age of Christmas cheer, but with genuine appreciation of our pleasant associations in the past. We extend to you
our best wishes, and may happiness
and prosperity be yours through all the
year.

FULTON HARDWARE
Frank Beadles, Prop.

Lake Street

The Hornbeak Funeral Rome

May the flame of happiness
burn brightly in your home
this Christmas

Superior funeral services of reverent dignity and
beauty ... Priced to meet the wishes of the families
atwe serve. Air-conditioned ambulances, trained
ntendants and registered nurse. Spacious, air-co

For These Services Phone No.7
HORNBEAR FUNERAL HOME
James Needham

Co-Owners

Frank LeMaster
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Autographs of some 150 im- H. Moore, Co. H, 14th "Tennesprisoned "Johnny Reba." col- see Regiment," Clarksville. Both
lected by a Southern captain dur- were captured at Gettysburg.
ing his two years in a Northern Other Tennesseans signing the
prison camp, are now in the Uni- book were Lt. R. B. Roberts, Co.
versity of Tennessee Special Col- 95th. General Regiment Altamont — captured at Ooltewah;
"It COSTS NO MORE lections Library.
The nearly 100-year-old auto- and Brig. Gen. G. M. Gordon, C.
SUPPLIED SOLDIERS
TO HAVE THE BEST" graph book, which contains the L. A., Nashville.
Kentucky supplied more than
names of several Tennesseans,
The Southern prisoners were 75.000 soldiers to the nation durUniversifor
available
made
was
in
Services
We Have Funeral
returned south of the Masonty use by Dr. Walter H. Macln- Dixon Line on the first boat to ing World War I.
Price Ranges to Fit Your
the
of
chemist
soil
tire, retired
Financial Circumstances.
"break the ice on Lake Erie" in
Experiment
Agricultural
You Will Not Find Prices More U-T
March, 1865. the book noted. It
Station, a descendent of the Reb- Is recorded in the book that
Reasonable Anywhere in
el captain.
this Area.
young Captain McIntire attended
The young name-collector was to "first things first," and went
Complete Assortment
who
McIntire,
M.
Robert
Capt.
immediately to "Pittaboro — to
Cadillac Ambulance Service
furnished the "saddles, sabres, see Miss Mamie Wright."
Oxygen Equipped
and 12 horses" to form Co. "C",
The historical autograph book
4th Reg. of Gordon's Bridage at
Wilmington. N. C., in 1862. Taken is available at the University as a
"When You C.111 Us
PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
To Serve You" S Yankee prisoner at South result of the current Library Dewas
he
1863,
in
Va.,
Mountain,
velopment Drive, sponsored by
confined at Johnson's Island, the U-T Development Council.
the
Lake Erie, until the close of
The Council is soliciting either
Fulton
Lake Street
Civil War in 18611.
books or cash gifts with which to"
Most of McIntire's fellow-pris- purchase books.
408 EDDINGS
oners at Johnson's Island recordthe Battle of
ed being captured
Gettysburg, at which the captain
also fought. Along with the place
and date of their capture,- the
soldiers also listed their rank.
regiment, and Southern address.
Some 10 Tennessee Confederate
soldiers put their signatures in
the book. Among them were
Capt. W. L. Moore and Lt. John

Funeral Home

of

rArrEaNS

During the War between the
Many of the designs now used
Statee, When Confederate forces by Churchill Weavers at Berea
were threatening to invade the follow patterns traditional among
North, Gen. Lew Wallace — the early Kentucky inountaineers.
author of "Ben ilur" and commander of Union forces defending
Cincinnatti — led 15,000 men
across the Ohio River on a bridge
of coal barges into Kentucky and
Erected a series of defensive
earthworks.

WHITNEL

1
h14
!t

WEAVERS

The Fulton News
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hi the Spirit of the Season, we
jolt with yow many friends
in wishing you the best of all
the good things of life in the
years to come.

A pair of bronze medallions
symbolizing the 100th 4nniversary of A & P Food Stores were
presented last week to the company's Louisville Unit.
President Frank H. Bucher of
Carr Street
the Central Western Division
made the presentation on behalf
7011111 of the company to Vice Presi12110110,111111111111111111111111111M111111110/107/011011171/0011/011111111111111311170741/111/
dent Byron Jay of the Louisville
Unit, his executive committee,
supervisors and other associates.
Bucher said the Louisville Unit
had "earned the right to this
recognition through diligent application of the founder's principles and philosophies." Jay expressed appreciation to the company and the division for their
support in aiding the Unit's uevelopment program during the
past year. The unit is one of five
in A & P's Central Western Division which operates stores. offices and warehouses in six
states.
The medallions, an exact Ouplicate of a set especially desleaed
I for company headquarters' offices in New York, were set
against a red velvet background
and framed in a dark walnut
case. The medallions will be
permanently exhibited in the
main lobby of the Louisville Unit
offices.
One medallion carries likenessof George H. Hartford, who
es
If the Yuletide Season brings
founded A 4 P in 1859. and his
Ions, George L. and John A. The
us closer to a complete and
liartfords operated the company
for most of its 100 years. The
other medallion marks A & P's
lasting peace on earth, it will truly
100th anniversary.
The present head of A & P is
President Ralph W. Burger, who
be just cause for rejoicing.

FULTON LAUNDERETTE

versity both to high school students and to adult citizens of the
community.
The student members of the
committee will make arrangements with school officials to prewas closely associated with the sent information to high school
two sons of the founder in con- students interested in attending
ducting the business. A & P grew the institution.
to its present 4,300 stores in 39
They have also been asked to
states from a small tea store in appear before civic clubs, alumni
New York City. Founder George groups, and other organizations to
Hartford was 28 when he con- talk about policies, problems, and
ceived the idea of selling tea at opportunities facing the Universiabout one-third the then pie- ty.
veiling price by buying a clipper
Committee of 240 members will
shipload and selling it directly to
also make arrangements in their
the public in New York City.
home counties for showing of the
16mm sound and color University
film, "The Golden Key."
High school principals, senior
class sponsors, and organization
Ellen Lee Kearny and Robert D. program chairmen are invited to
Fields, University of Kentucky contact the University representastudents from Hickman, have been tives to have them appear before
selected to represent Fulton Coun- their group.
Miss Kearby, a junior at the
ty on the UK Committee of 240, a
leadership and i”formation or- University. is the daughter of Lee
ganization made up of students R. Kearby. She is a graduate of
Hickman High School. Fields. a
from all over the state.
The organization is designed to sophomore, is a son of Mr. and
present information on the Uni- Mrs. R. P. Fields.

May hope and peace, and above all,
good cheer, be yours at this
happy season; and may unhappinias b.
forever unknown to you and yours.

Students Selected
On U8 Committee

MAC and FAYE FLORIST
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From The FRS "Kennel"
Many people and students think
that in shop class all a person
does is make furniture or make
repairs. Along with this practical
work the students also have tests
and research work.
Why have research papers?
They answer the questions: Who
founded industrial arts? What is
modern furniture? What is early
American furniture? Who is Duncan Phife? Who is Thomas Shearton? and many more. Many people
don't know the difference between modern and period furniture, or the use of the different
styles.
Research papers provide knowledge for future references on
these things. They also aid in
finding out what design to use in
projects.
A person needs to know as
much about his field as he can.
There is not enough class time to
covnr everything, so research
papers help do this job.
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CITIES SERVICE OIL

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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